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1 Q. Please state your name and business address.

My name is Brian D. Weber, and my primary office is located at 1 Riverside Plaza in2 A.

Columbus, Ohio.3

4

Have you previously provided Direct Testimony in this proceeding?5 Q.

No, however I am adopting the direct testimony of witness Peggy Simmons.6 A.

7

8 Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.Q.

In my testimony, I will first organize and summarize the various positions and opposition9 A.

to Transource Pennsylvania, LLC’s (“Transource PA” or the “Company”) Application10

made by parties in their direct testimonies. I will then summarize Transource PA’s11

response to each objection and introduce the witnesses that will provide the detailed

rebuttal testimony regarding these issues. I will also provide more detailed testimony on13

several topics that will not be covered by other witnesses.14

15

Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?16 Q.

17 Yes. I am sponsoring the following exhibits:A.

TPA Exhibit Nos. BDW-1R through BDW-9R.18

19

SUMMARY OF REBUTTAL CASE20

Mr. Weber, please provide a summary' of the objections to Transource PA’s21 Q.

Application made by interveners in their direct testimonies.22

The objections to Transource PA’s Application can be split into two broad categories:23 A.

1
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• First, parties have raised issues with the need for and selection of the Project; I

will refer to these topics as Need Issues in my testimony.2

• Second, parties have also identified specific issues with the siting of the3

Project; I will refer to these topics as Siting Issues in my testimony. ■4

5

SUMMARY OF NEED ISSUES6

Please summarize the Need Issues raised by interveners and reference the7

arguments made by intervener witnesses relevant to each of the Need Issues.8

Certain parties have questioned both the value of the Project and PJM Interconnection9 A.

LLC’s (“PJM”) underlying planning process for determining and approving Market10

Efficiency projects. I have generally identified six specific Need Issues raised, along11

with the party which makes each claim:

1) The following witnesses make various claims that PJM’s underlying Market13

Efficiency planning process is flawed.14

o Office of Consumer Advocate (“OCA”) witness Rubin claims that the15

PJM benefits metric is not sound. (See OCA St. No. 1, p. 24)16

o Witness Shaw claims that the ProMod market simulation software17

analysis is ineffective. (See Shaw St. No. l,pp. 16-17)18

2) The following witnesses make various claims that the Project has no19

reliability benefits, or make other statements pertaining to reliability matters.20

o Both OCA witnesses Rubin and Lanzalotta claim the project has no21

reliability benefits. (See OCA St. No. 1, p. 44; OCA St. No. 2, pp. 11-22’

23 12)

2
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I o Witness Shaw also claims that non-transmission solutions closer to the

2 load are better for reliability. (See Shaw St. No. 1, p. 15)

3 3) The following witnesses make various claims that PJM’s Market Efficiency

4 planning process does not align with PA’s rules and interests.

5 o OCA witness Rubin claims the PJM process does not consider

6 Pennsylvania PEDF/PUC regulations and siting rules. (See OCA St.

7 No. 1, pp. 16-18)

8 o OCA witness Lanzalotta claims the PJM process does not consider

9 environmental and land use impacts. (See OCA St. No. 2, p. 21)

10 4) The following witnesses make various claims that the value of the Project has

11 deteriorated since its approval by PJM through decreased benefit to cost

12 metrics that continue to trend downward.

13 o OCA witness Lanzalotta claims that the addressed congestion, and

14 resultant economic value of the Project, has dropped. (See OCA St.

15 No. 2, pp. 17-20)

16 o OCA witness Lanzalotta also claims that the cost estimate for the

17 Project has not been updated. (See OCA St. No. 2, p. 14)

18 5) The following witnesses make various claims that a different project that

19 makes greater use of existing transmission corridors should be utilized or that

PJM did not fully consider alternatives to the Project.20

21 o OCA witness Rubin claims PJM did not evaluate adequate alternatives

22 in its planning process. (See OCA St. No. 2, pp. 43-33)

3
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o OCA witness Lanzalotta claims the East Leg of the Project (e.g.1

Furnace Run to Conastone) should be replaced by additions within2

existing corridors of two transmission lines owned by PPL; this claim3

was also voiced in public hearings. (See OCA St. No. 2, pp. 20-21)4

o OCA witness Lanzalotta also claims the West Leg of the Project (Rice5

to Ringgold) should be replaced by the Mid-Atlantic Interstate6

Transmission proposal referred to as Project 18H in the PJM selection7

process. (See OCA St. No. 2, pp. 21-22)8

6) The following witnesses make various claims that this congestion issue can be9

addressed with non-transmission investment and program alternatives.10

o OCA witness Crandall and witness Shaw both claim that nonll

transmission alternatives can more effectively address the AP South

congestion. (See OCA St. No. 3, pp. 3-6; 12-28)13

o OCA witness Crandall also points to various speculative programs that14

he claims will sum to a “small utility” worth of capacity and energy in15

the future that PJM does not take into account in its planning process.16

17 (See OCA St. No. 3, p. 28)

18

19 Q. How will Transource PA respond to Need Issue #1: the claim that PJM’s underlying

Market Efficiency planning process is flawed?20

Transource PA will clearly demonstrate that PJM’s Market Efficiency planning process is21 A.

highly sound and the selected Project 9A will provide substantial benefit to both the22

broad PJM region and Pennsylvania specifically.23

4
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in transmission solutions to remove congestion on the transmission system is a

vital part of preserving and facilitating efficient regional markets that, taken as a

whole, generate tremendous value to participants, including the state of PA. Mr.

Herling will provide additional support to validate the methodology used by PJM

to calculate benefits of a Market Efficiency Project, refuting the claim by Mr.

Rubin.

• Witness Cawley will explain why the benefits calculation used by PJM is

reasonable and appropriate to ensuring non-discriminatory open access to the PJM

transmission system.

• Witness Chang, Principal of the Brattle Group, will demonstrate that there are

multiple additional benefits of the Project that are not considered in the PJM

benefits metric that add to the value of the Project.

!7806837vl
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Q. How will Transource PA respond to Need Issue #3: the claim that PJM’s Market

2 Efficiency planning process does not align with Pennsylvania’s rules and interests?

3 Transource PA will clearly demonstrate that PJM planning processes are very wellA.

aligned with the interests of Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania broadly benefits from its4

participation in the efficient PJM regional markets, which are made possible by all5

6 market participants following PJM’s policies and market rules including planning

7 processes which ensure the market can operate efficiently.

8 • Witness Herling will highlight the tremendous benefits to Pennsylvania

9 generated by the efficient PJM markets that would not be realized if market

participants selectively picked which PJM market rules they choose to follow.10

• Witness Cawley explains the importance of regional planning forll

Pennsylvania and the Commission’s policy of supporting regional planning.

13 • I will also directly discuss why this project-specific siting proceeding is not

the appropriate venue to decide regional policy issues which pertain to items14

jurisdictional to the FERC including transmission cost allocation and planning15

16 processes.

17

18 Q. How will Transource PA respond to Need Issue #4: the claim that the value of the

19 Project has deteriorated since its approval by PJM and is trending downward?

20 Transource PA will clearly demonstrate that the value of the Project remains very strongA.

and that it continues to be a highly cost effective solution to this chronic market21

22 inefficiency.

6
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• Witnesses Herling and Ali both will demonstrate that the AP South congestion1

2 remains a significant issue.

• Witness Horger will describe how the Project has been validated in multiple PJM3

4 restudies, the most recent of which was presented in September.

• I will describe the timing and impact of the recent update to the Project cost5

6 estimate provided by Transource for its portions of Project 9A that totaled a $3

million increase, with supporting information provided by Witness Stein.7

8

9 Q. How will Transource PA respond to Need Issue #5: the claim that PJM should have

10 selected a project that makes greater use of existing transmission corridors?

11 Transource PA will clearly demonstrate that existing transmission corridors have beenA.

studied and are not viable alternatives to this project.

13 • 1 will discuss PJM’s FER.C Order No. 1000 competitive process sponsorship

14 model, which was expressly designed to encourage submission and robust

15 analysis of multiple alternatives to find the most cost-effective solution to

16 regional system planning needs.

17 • Witness Horger will discuss the specific analysis of the 9A proposal and how

18 it considered alternatives to the West Leg of the Project in PJM’s planning

19 process and determined those to be inferior to Project 9A.

20 • Wintess Herling will present the results of PJM’s recent study of an

alternative to the East Leg of the Project using existing transmission corridors21

and his conclusion that this option is deficient.22

23
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Q* How will Transource PA respond to Need Issue #6: the claim that this congestion

issue should be addressed with non-transmission investments and programs?2

Transource PA will clearly demonstrate that congestion on the AP South interface is not a3 A.

local problem that impacts only Maryland and Virginia; rather, it is a chronic market4

inefficiency that impacts the PJM region including Pennsylvania. Transource PA will5

demonstrate that other options to reduce this congestion are already appropriately6

7 considered.

• Witnesses Herling and Ali will describe how this market inefficiency broadly8

impacts regional system planning and why a robust transmission solution is9

10 appropriate.

• Witness Herling will also describe how non-transmission investments and11

programs are already appropriately considered in PJM’s planning process,

both in terms of creating opportunity and incentive to locate new generation13

resources and in terms of capturing expected impacts in load forecasts. In14

contrast, Mr. Crandall’s allegations that the need for the Project can be15

eliminated by non-transmission alternatives are both unsupported and16

17 inaccurate.

I will discuss that OCA’s forecasts of increased non-transmission alternatives18

to reduce congestion are too speculative to be considered; and even if they19

were to occur no evidence has been provided to demonstrate that they either20

impact the need of the Project or address the energy needs of future load21

22 forecasts.

23
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SUMMARY OF SITING ISSUES

2 Please summarize the Siting Issues raised by interveners.Q.

The Siting Issues pertain to specific concerns and issues voiced by interveners and in3 A.

public hearings about the siting work done by Transource PA and about potential impacts4

the line may have on the local area. I have identified seven general Siting Issues:5

6 1) There are concerns voiced by intervener witnesses Rubin, Lanzalotta and

Shaw and in the public hearings about the Siting Study and Proposed Route.7

(See OCA St. No. 1, pp. 17-17; OCA St. No. 2, pp. 20-22; Shaw St. No. 1, pp.8

9 7-11; see, e.g., Tr. atpp. 230,288, 750, 756, 1101, 1088, 1090, 1107, 1124)

2) There are concerns voiced by intervener witnesses Gobrecht, Shaw and Dague10

and in public hearings about various potential environmental impacts. (See11

YCPC St. No. 1, pp. 18-31; Shaw St. No. 1, p. 11; STFC St. No. 1, pp. 3-5;

13 see, e.g., Tr. atpp. 430, 550, 1388-89, 1524, 1959, 1988)

3) There are concerns voiced by intervener witnesses Gobrecht and Shaw and in14

public hearings about potential impacts on farming operations and agri-15

16 tourism. (See YCPC St. No. I, pp. 7-17; Shaw St. No. 1, pp. 7-11; see, e.g.,

17 Tr. atpp. 104,328, 1165, 1179)

4) Witnesses Rubin and Gobrecht make several allegations that Transource has18

not followed various state and local zoning and regulatory requirements. (See19

OCA St. No. l,pp. 16-18; YCPC St. No. l,pp. 36-38)20

5) Several witnesses in the public hearings expressed concern about the impact21

of the Project on property values. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 227, 369, 430, 1906,22

23 1918)

9
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6) Several witnesses in the public hearings expressed concern about EMF, strayi

or induced voltage and compatibility with communications equipment. (See, 2

e.g.f Tr. at pp. 128, 137-138, 356, 462, 581, 609-610, 799, 876, 880, 914-15, 3

4 921-22)

7) Several witnesses in the public hearings expressed concerns about interactions5

with representatives of Transource. (See, e.g., Tr. atpp. 136, 182, 628, 1133- 6

34)7

8

How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #1 that the siting analysis is flawed?9 Q.

Transource PA will demonstrate that its siting process considered approximately 15010 A.

different route segments for the East and West Legs, paralleled existing infrastructure to11

the extent reasonably possible and presented a Proposed Route that minimizes impacts to

13 landowners.

• Witness Baker will demonstrate that the siting methodology used for the14

Project complies with the Commission’s rules and regulations.15

• Witness Baker will testify that Transource PA evaluated multiple16

opportunities to parallel existing infrastructure and evaluated many different17

route segments such that presenting another alternative would have not value.18

• Witness Baker will also testify that Transource PA’s siting process did not19

target any particular segment of the population or religious group but20

attempted to site the lines to comply with the Commission’s regulations.21

22

10
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How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #2 that the siting will have adverse1 Q.

2 environmental impacts?

Transource PA will demonstrate that its siting process appropriately minimizes and3 A.

mitigates environmental impacts and is fully consistent with Commission regulations,4

5 Court decisions and statutes regarding environmental impacts.

6 • Witness Baker will discuss the environmental surveys conducted by the

Company and the coordination with agencies to address and mitigate7

environmental impacts. Witness Baker also discusses efforts to mitigate8

9 environmental impacts for specific features such as Falling Springs and

Muddy Creek mentioned by parties.10

• Witness Baker will also explain that the Company meets the requirements of11

PEDF and appropriately considers the factors set forth in Act 45 related to

13 preserved farmland.

• Witness Yamatani will explain that the Company’s engineers have extensive14

15

16 topography; that existing transmission lines, including in Franklin County,

17 have been built over karst topography and that the Company is conducting a

18 karst inventory and will be able to safely build the transmission line.

19

20 Q. How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #3 that the proposed transmission lines

21 will have a negative impacton farming operations?

22 Transource PA will demonstrate that the transmission lines will have a minimal impactA.

on farming operations.23

11
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• Witness Herzog testifies that farming is compatible with the proposed1

transmission lines and that the Company is mitigating the impacts on farming2

by using monopole towers as opposed to lattice towers.3

• Witness Baker will testify that the Company attempts to locate towers as close4

to property lines as reasonably possible but cannot do this at all times due to5

environmental issues, structures or causing too many directional changes.6

• Witness Mercer will testify that EMF from the lines will not negatively affect7

farm animals such as cows or horses.8

• Witness Silva will testify that the proposed transmission lines will not impact9

10 Global Positioning Systems.

11

How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #4 that the siting is inconsistent withQ.

zoning and other local regulatory requirements?13

Transource PA will demonstrate that its siting is consistent with local zoning regulations14 A.

to the extent reasonably possible and that Transource PA will continue to work with local15

16 governments regarding project construction issues.

• Witness Baker explains that the location of the substation building in York17

County is consistent with local zoning regulations to the extent reasonably18

19 possible.

• Witness Stein explains that the Company will cooperate with local20

municipalities to address project construction issues.21

22

12
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How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #5 that the proposed lines will Q«

2 significantly decrease property values?

Transource PA will demonstrate that the proposed transmission lines will not have a 3 A.

material impact on property values.4

• Witness Dominy presents national and Pennsylvania studies demonstrating5

that transmission lines do not materially impact property values.6

• Witness Rothman explains his analysis that transmission lines located in7

Franklin and York counties do not materially impact property values.8

9

10 How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #6 that the proposed transmission linesQ.

11 will cause EMF concerns and stray voltage?

Transource PA will demonstrate that the proposed transmission lines will be safe and willA.

13 not present concerns as to EMF or stray voltage.

• Witness Silva calculates the EMF levels from the proposed transmission lines14

and explains how they relate to common everyday EMF levels. Witness Silva15

also explains that the proposed transmission lines will not present stray16

17 voltage concerns.

• Witness Lee explains that the EMF levels from the lines will not increase18

19 cancer or other health risks.

• Witness Mercer explains that dairy cow production will not be negatively20

impacted by.the proposed transmission lines.21

22

13
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Q. How will Transource respond to Siting Issue #7 that Transource PA representatives1

have not been honest in dealing with landowners?2

Transource PA will explain its approach to working with landowners.A.3

• Witness Schaffer explains the Company’s policy with respect to dealing with4

landowners on power line projects and address some concerns raised in public5

6 hearings.

7

Q. Does this conclude your organization and summarization of the various objections8

to Transource PA’s application and can you briefly restate this effort?9

10 Yes. This is a multifaceted case with many topics discussed by both the Company andA.

the interveners. In an effort to organize the content of this case, I first grouped the topics11

as Need Issues or Siting Issues; next, 1 further defined the topics within each grouping,

summarized the Company’s response to each topic, and identified the witness that will13

provide detailed testimony regarding that topic. These responses will clearly demonstrate14

that the need for Project 9A continues to be supported, and the Company has met or15

surpassed Pennsylvania’s siting requirements and, therefore, this Application should be16

approved.17

18

19 Q. You stated that you will provide more detailed testimony on several topics that will

20 not be covered by other witnesses, please state these topics.

I will provide more detailed testimony on the following topics:21 A.

• The timing and impact of cost updates provided by Transource to PJM for the22

Project.23

14
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PJM’s competitive planning process uses market forces to broadly consider 1

many alternatives to find the most cost effective solution to regional system 2

3 planning needs.

Alternatives suggested to the East Leg of the Project are not viable.4

OCA Witness Crandall’s forecasts of non-transmission alternatives are 5

completely speculative; and even if they were to occur no evidence has been 6

provided to demonstrate that they either impact the need of the Project or 7

address the energy needs of future load forecasts.8

This project-specific siting proceeding is not the appropriate venue to decide9

10 regional policy issues.

The Company’s position on funding a Land Impact Mitigation Fund.11

DISCUSSION OF IEC PROJECT COST UPDATES13

Q. OCA witness Lanzalotta and several witnesses at the public input hearings claim14

that the cost estimate for the Project has not been updated, is this accurate? (See15

16 OCA St. No. 2, p. 14)

No. Transource has constantly monitored the expected cost of the Project and provided17 A.

PJM with quarterly updates to the cost estimate pursuant to PJM protocols. Prior to18

October 2018, these updates provided to PJM confirmed that the existing cost estimate of19

$197 million (in 2015 dollars) remained valid. Subsequently, in October 2018,20

Transource provided to PJM an updated cost estimate for the Project of $200 million (in21

2015 dollars), an approximately $3 million increase. After applying appropriate22

15
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1 escalation to account for annual inflation, this updated cost estimate was reflected in the

2 PJM RTEP project database as $217 million in October 2018 dollars.

3

4 Q. So, prior to October 2018, Transource had provided PJM with updates to the cost

5 estimate for the Project?

6 Yes. These updates confirmed that the existing cost estimate remained unchanged.A.

7

8 Q- Did any project component costs vary over time from the original estimate before

9 October 2018?

10 Yes.A.

11

Q. If that was the case, why wasn’t the estimated project cost not changed until

13 October 2018?

14 As part of its cost estimate submission to PJM, Transource included in its project costsA.

15 two provisions to cover future project cost variability.

16 The first provision is a known adjustment to the 2015 cost submission to cover

future general inflationary estimates to ensure that cost changes that happen through17

18 industry-wide factor causes are planned for. It is my understanding that PJM uses an

19 annual inflation adjuster of 2.3%. This adjuster ensures that future inflationary increases

20 in project costs are considered as part of the benefit to cost analysis that PJM undertakes

21 for market efficiency projects.

16
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The second provision is a reservation for project contingency to cover project 1

unknowns in the case that they arrive. The project estimate included a reservation for 2

3 contingency at that time.

Based upon multiple discussions with the project management team led by4

Company Witness Stein, costs on certain components within the Project had both 5

increased and decreased. These increases and decreases largely offset each other. Any 6

costs variances known before October 2018 were within the provisions for cost variance 7

discussed above so there was no reason to change the overall project cost estimate until8

October 2018.9

10

11 Q. What happened in October 2018 that led to a change in project cost estimate?

Along with the most recent cost update provided to PJM in September 2018 to support aA.

re-evaluation of the Project benefit to cost ratio, Transource PA advised PJM that the line13

construction contract work for the Project was out for competitive bid, and therefore a14

15 cost update was expected in October 2018 when these bids were received. Transource

16 committed to provide an update to the Project costs incorporating the line construction

bid results as part of its quarterly progress report to PJM.17

18

19 What were the major drivers of the S3 million increase to the cost estimate of the

20 Project as of October 2018?

Factors contributing to the October 2018 change to the cost estimate of the Project21. A.

include:22

17
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• Changing the structure type from lattice towers to steel monopoles; this has

2 been the only substantial scope change to the Project.

• Monitoring recent pricing both monopoles and conductor reflecting steel and3

4 aluminum prices.

• Bids received from contractors for the construction of the transmission line5

6 work which is the largest single contract component for the Project.

• Updated pricing from suppliers for the thirteen 500/230 kV transformers7

which is largest material cost component for the substations.8

• Updated projections for right-of-way (“ROW”), siting/permitting and project9

management costs based on actual costs incurred up to that point as well as10

future projections.11

As discussed previously, some factors caused the expected Project cost to go up and

13 others caused the expected Project cost to go down. Company Witness Stein provides a

breakdown of the costs submitted in October 2018 in his rebuttal testimony.14

15

16 Q. You mention substantial scope change in structure type from lattice towers to steel

17 monopoles. Why is this important?

As further outlined in the testimony of Company Witness Herzog, Transource received18 A.

multiple comments and concerns with the use of lattice towers and supporting the use of19

steel monopole structures. Steel monopoles result in less ROW and smaller footprints on20

the ROW and are more compatible with land uses such as agriculture as further discussed21

by Witness Herzog.22

18
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1 Steel monopoles use more steel and concrete than the originally planned lattice 

2 structures; this makes the use of steel monopoles somewhat more expensive. As a result, 

the project design team estimated that this scope change would cause an approximately 3

$7.3 million increase to the transmission line portions of the cost estimate.4

Transource was able to offset a portion of these costs from savings through the 5

6 procurement activities associated with other major items, such as major substation 

7 equipment, but was not able to fully offset the cost of implementation of monopoles

within its original cost estimate which was for a lattice tower scope.8

9

So the use of steel monopoles resulted in a cost increase of approximately $7.310 Q.

11 million but the overall costs were only increased by $3 million. Does this mean that 

without the scope change to steel monopoles the costs would still be within the

13 original costs?

14 Yes.A.

15

16 Q. Have the cost estimates changed for other (non-Project) components of PJM Project

17 9A?

18 Yes. My understanding is that PJM receives cost estimate updates for the other (non-A.

19 Project) components of PJM Project 9A from the utilities which are constructing those 

20 components. Witness Horger provides more information on those cost estimate updates.

21

19
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While you can’t speak directly for the cost of project being constructed by others,Q.I

do you have any thoughts on why the costs for other (non-Project) components of2

PJM Project 9A may have changed more than the Project?3

Yes. When Transource proposed Project 9A to PJM, it was able to analyze in detail the4 A.

components of the project scope it would be responsible for (the Project components) and5

provide a thorough initial cost estimate. For the non-Project components, such as work6

needed to interconnect to the existing Ringgold and Conastone substations, Transource7

had less information about the required scope of work and, therefore, provided to PJM8

initial cost estimates based upon limited information. Once Project 9A was approved by9

PJM, the designated entities for the non-Project components have since completed a10

detailed analysis of the work scope associated with and provided PJM with updated cost11

estimates.

13

DISCUSSION OF PJM’S COMPETITIVE PLANNING PROCESS14

You stated earlier under Need Issue #5 that OCA witness Rubin and Lanzalotta15 Q.

16 both claim that PJM and Transource PA did not consider various alternatives to the

Project. (OCA St. No. 1, pp. 16-17; OCA St. No. 2, pp. 20-22) Do you agree with17

Mr. Rubin and Mr. Lanzalotta on this point?18

No, I do not agree. As explained in the direct and rebuttal testimony of witnesses Baker19 A.

and Herling, PJM and Transource PA evaluated multiple alternatives. In addition to20

these analyses, it should be noted that the PJM competitive planning process uses market21

forces to generate and incentivize market participants to submit a very robust response22

23 and compete for the best project.

20
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1 Q. How does the PJM competitive planning process use market forces to generate a

2 robust response of ideas for the best project?

3 The PJM competitive planning process starts with engagement from a broad set of marketA.

4 participants, including incumbent and non-incumbent transmission owners and other

5 competitive developers to submit creative solutions in response to ai PJM problem

6 statement. In the PJM 2014/15 Long Term Proposal Window, a total of 19 entities

7 submitted proposals for market efficient projects.

8 Next, the PJM competitive planning process creates a clear incentive for these

participants to evaluate every realistic option in an effort to identify the best project as the9

10 proposer or “sponsor” of that idea will be awarded the project to construct and own.

However, while market participants look at many different solutions, they likely do not11

just propose to PJM every idea they come up with as there is a proposal submission fee

13 and a substantial amount of work necessary to meet PJM’s proposal requirements. As a

result, Transource PA, and likely other participants, analyze and filter their ideas by14

15 weeding out the poorly performing ideas and proposing to PJM their most promising

16 solutions.

17 In the PJM 2014/15 Long Term Proposal Window in which PJM Project 9A was

18 selected, PJM received 41 proposals for solutions to the PJM problem statement to

19 relieve congestion on the AP South interface. These 41 solutions were evaluated by PJM

20 over an 18-month process, resulting in the selection of Project 9A; the Company has

21 made this point in direct testimony. What 1 want to emphasize here is that there were

likely many more solutions evaluated by the 19 developers who submitted proposals to22

PJM, with the poorly performing ideas eliminated by the developers.23
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2 Q. So, you arc saying that the search for the best solution to address congestion on the

3 AP South interface was actually likely much broader than just the 41 proposals

4 received by PJM?

5 A. Yes.

6

DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE EAST LEG OF THE PROJECT7

8 Q. OCA witness Lanzalotta, as well as multiple witnesses in the public hearings,

9 recommends that the East Leg of the Project should be either be replaced with

line(s) in existing transmission corridors owned by PPL or that the East Leg of the10

Project should be replaced with additional circuits on lines already owned by PPL.11

(OCA St. No. 2, pp. 20-21) How will you address this?

For clarity and completeness, I will separately define these options and address why13 A.

neither is viable. The first suggested option is to move the route of the East Leg into the14

existing corridors owned by PPL; I will refer to this as “East Leg Paralleling Option.”15

16 The second suggested option is to replace the East Leg with additional circuits hung on

the existing towers of lines owned by PPL; I will refer to this as “East Leg Replacement17

18 Option.”

19

20 How will the Company address the East Leg Paralleling Option?Q.

As further described in the testimony of Witness Baker, the use of existing corridors21 A.

would need additional ROW as the facilities cannot be placed into the existing corridors.22

23

22
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1 Q. How will the Company address the East Leg Replacement Option?

PJM has studied the East Leg Replacement Option and demonstrated that it is not an2 A.

acceptable technical solution; this analysis is discussed in the rebuttal testimony of3

Witness Herling.4

5

6 Please provide additional background on the PJM analysis of the East LegQ.

7 Replacement Option referenced above.

OCA Witness Lanzalotta presents a recommendation to add a new 230-kV circuit to each8 A.

9 ■ of the existing PPL tower lines as a replacement to the East Leg of the Project. (OCA St.

10 No. 2, pp. 20-21) Mr. Lanzalotta does not provide any additional technical detail or

analysis of this alternative. See TPA Exhibit No. BDW-1R, which is OCA’s response to11

TPA-OCA, Set II, Question 9.

Subsequent to the submittal of Mr. Lanzalotta’s direct testimony, a party in the13

Maryland regulatory proceedings for the Project, Power Plant Research Program or14

“PPRP”, submitted a data request describing a more detailed and technically supported15

version of the option described by Mr. Lanzalotta; PPRP referred to this options as the16

“Conceptual Alternative.” The PPRP data request asked if the Company and/or PJM had17

performed any analysis of the Conceptual Alternative and, if not, requested that analysis18

be performed. The Conceptual Alternative was defined by PPRP as:19

Conceptual Alternative to Transource’s proposed new Furnace Run-Conastone double-20

circuit 230 kV line with a new Furnace Run-Conastone 230 kV line and a new Furnace21

22 Run-Graceton 230 kV line.

23
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1 • Transource’s proposed Furnace Run Substation and its tap into the Peach

2 Bottom-Three Mile Island 500 kV line would not change with the Conceptual

3 Alternative.

4 • The new Furnace Run-Conastone 230 kV line would parallel PPL’s de-

5 energized Yorkana-Face Rock 69 kV line to the interconnection point with the 

6 existing PPL Otter Creek-Conastone 230 kV line then would be installed on 

7 the existing structures of this line from this point to Conastone.

8 • The new Furnace Run-Graceton 230 kV line would parallel PPL’s de-

9 energized Yorkana-Face Rock 69 kV line to the interconnection point with the

10 existing PPL Manor-Graceton 230 kV line then would be installed on the

11 existing structures of this line from this point to Graceton.

12 • Incremental terminal equipment in the Conastone Substation would decrease

with the Conceptual Alternative's single incremental 230 kV line terminating13

14 in that substation.

15 • Incremental terminal equipment would have to be added in the Graceton

16 Substation to accommodate the new incremental 230 kV line into that

17 substation with the Conceptual Alternative.

18 • BGE’s rebuild of the Conastone-Northwest double circuit 230 kV line would

19 be modeled as part of the Conceptual Alternative Just as it was with the IEC

20 project.

24
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• To the extent practicable, the conductors to be modeled for the ConceptualI

Alternative would be the same as those used by PPL when it rebuilt the2

Conastone-Otter Creek and Graceton-Manor 230 kV lines—1590 KCM1L3

45/7 ACSR “Lapwing”conductor with a summer normal rating of 1626 Amps4

(647 MVA @ 230 kV) and summer emergency rale of 2013 Amps (801 MVA5

@ 230 kV). That same conductor should be modeled for the rebuilt portion of6

BGE’s Graceton-Manor 230 kV line noted above.7

• The conductors to be installed on BGE’s portion of the new Furnace Run-8

Conastone 230 kV line and a rebuild, if any, of its portion of the Conastone-9

Otter Creek 230 kV line, would be determined by BGE given the capability of10

the existing double-circuit structures and consistent with good utility11

practices.

See TPA Exhibit BDW-2R, which is a copy of the response to PPRP’s data request in the13

Maryland regulatory proceeding. As described by Witness Ali, the Conceptual14

Alternative represents a practical and more sophisticated implementation of Mr.15

16 Lanzalotta’s general concept.

17

18 Q. Has PJM performed an analysis of the Conceptual Alternative?

Yes. As I stated above, PJM has studied the Conceptual Alternative and demonstrated19 A.

that it is not an acceptable technical solution; this analysis is discussed in the rebuttal 20

testimony of Witness Herling.21

22

25
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In PJM’s competitive planning process, what company would be assigned by PJMQ.1

as the Designated Entity for work within existing electric utility rights-of-way, such2

as the suggested use of PPL’s corridors in Conceptual Alternative?3

Under the PJM Tariff, the incumbent transmission owner would be assigned by PJM asA.4

the Designated Entity for any work within their existing rights-of-way; in this case PPL.5

6

So, PPL had a strong incentive to propose a solution either adding circuits toQ.7

structures or placing facilities in their existing structures if such a solution were8

9 promising. Is this right?

Yes and PPL did not propose such an alternative, despite submitting four other proposals10 A.

into the PJM 2014/15 Long Term Proposal Window. Since then, PPL has not provided11

any evidence that either of these solutions are workable. Even with this uncertainty, PJM

has studied the only solution that PPL indicates has a potential to be workable, although13

additional facilities would still be needed to fully address technical constraints with this14

15 solution.

16

Q. Has any entity presented evidence that either the East Leg Paralleling Option or the17

18 East Leg Replacement Option is an acceptable replacement to the East leg of the

19 Project?

No. In fact, PPL has confirmed in data requests that they have completed no such20 A.

analysis. See TPA Exhibit No. BDW-3R, which are PPL’s responses to TPA-PPL Set I,21

Questions 4 and 8 and PPL’s supplemental responses to TPA-PPL Set I, Questions 10 22

26
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1 and 11. Comments and testimony by other parties about the viability of these alternatives 

2 is simply conjecture.

3

4 NON-TRANSMISSION ALTERNATIVES

OCA witness Crandall argues that non-transmission alternatives such as energy 5 Q.

6 efficiency, demand response, renewable energy and distributed resources reduce the 

7 need for the IEC Project. (OCA St. No. 3, p. 30.) Witness Crandall then forecasts 

8 the level of energy reductions from these resources in his testimony, which he claims

9 will reduce congestion. Can Witness Crandall’s forecasts be relied upon?

10 No. I am not aware of any requirement that the non-transmission alternatives forecastedA.

by Witness Crandall actually be constructed, or in the case of energy efficiency measures,II

12 be implemented. Even Witness Crandall recognized this in his discovery responses.

13 Transource PA asked Witness Crandall to:

Witness Crandall responded:

(See OCA response to TPA-OCA Set III, Question 7, which is provided as TPA Exhibit

24 No. BDW-4R)

25 Likewise, when asked how the District of Columbia City Council will meet its goal of

26 supplying 50% of its energy usage by solar photovoltaics by 2032. Witness Crandall

27 stated:

27
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21
22
23

14
15
16
17
18
19

To clarify the premise of the question, this is not Mr. Crandall’s prediction 
of what will occur.

Please describe in detail all the regulatory or other approvals that have 
been obtained in connection with the 206 MW and 545 GWh/year energy 
efficiency resources and the 3,723 MW of renewable energy predicted by 
Mr. Crandall.



(See OCA response to TPA-OCA Set III, Question 8, which is provided as TPA Exhibit

No. BDW-5R)5

These statements made by Witness Crandall clearly demonstrate that his forecasts are 6

7 speculative, not supported by evidence and cannot be relied upon. In addition, Witness

Crandall provides no evidence that even if the speculative alternatives he lists were to8

9 occur it would reduce congestion on the AP South interface.

10

Q.11 Are there other reasons to believe Witness Crandall’s argument that non-

12 transmission alternative in Virginia, Maryland and D.C. will reduce congestion on

13 AP South is flawed?

Yes. I reviewed the Dominion Energy Integrated Resource Plan (“Dominion IRP”) thatA.

15 Witness Crandall relied upon as support for his claims that the Virginia Grid

16 Transformation and Security Act of 2018 (the “GTSA”) would reduce customers’ overall

annual energy usage by 805 GWh and peak demand by 304 MW by 2033. (See TPA17

Exhibit No. BDW-6R, which is OCA’s response to TPA-OCA Set III, Question 5)18

Witness Crandall emphasizes the 805 GWhs of future demand side management19

20 identified in this plan in his testimony. However, he fails to also mention that Dominion

projects an energy shortfall of 25,935 GWh in 2033 even including the 805 GWh of21

22 annual energy savings from the GTSA. See the Chart below which was included on page

6 of the Dominion IRP.23

24
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Whether they [the District of Columbia] actually achieve 50%, or more, or 
less, is not the point.

14



Figure 6.2.3 - Current Company Energy Position (2019 - 2033)
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3 Likewise, Witness Crandall also did not mention that Dominion projects a capacity

4 shortfall of 5,501 MW in 2033 even including the 304 MW of capacity from the GTSA.

5 See the chart below which was included on page 5 of the Dominion IRP.

6
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Figure 1.3.1 - Current Company Capacity Position (2019 * 2033)
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3 Q. In the tables from the Dominion IRP above, do you have any other general

4 observations which you would like to point out?

Yes, four items stand out from a summary review.5 A.

6 First, the energy gap identified by Dominion of 25.935 GWh in 2033 is over 32

7 times as much as the 805 GWh of demand side management that Witness Crandall bases

8 his testimony upon, yet he fails to mention this as a significant item.

9 Second, the generation forecast of Dominion in the future already anticipates the

need to add 1,585 MW of new capacity, providing 11,964 GWh of energy.10

Third, even with significant levels of planned future additions generation, there11

12 remains a significant energy gap.
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Fourth, even with the addition of new generation and future demand side

management, the total energy requirement is significantly higher than today, while the2

3 total energy in the forecast is lower than today.

4

5 Q. Why are these facts, which Witness Crandall omitted in this testimony, important?

6 While no studies were provided by Witness Crandall to support his position, WitnessA.

Crandall appears to base a large portion of his testimony upon the high level premise that:7

(See OCA response to TPA-OCA Set III, Question 19, which is provided as TPA Exhibit

No. BDW-7R)17

18 Based upon Witness Crandall’s logic outlined above, it would seem appropriate to note

19 that the total load in the future is higher even with the 805 GWh demand side

20 management assumption Witness Crandall mentions in the same areas and the energy

shortfall of 25,935 GWh is projected in the same timeframe.21

22

23 DISCUSSION OF REGIONAL POLICY ISSUES

Intervenor witnesses point to a number of alleged issues with the PJM Market24 Q.

25 Efficiency Planning Process as part of their recommendations that the Commission

26 deny the Transource PA Application. How do you respond?

31
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15

“If the load on the higher cost side of the transmission constraint 
is too great for the transmission system to carry from the lower 
cost side, and if that then causes the higher cost generation in the 
higher cost area to be dispatched to alleviate the load on the 
transmission system, then reducing load in the higher cost area 
will also reduce the load on the transmission system. Dispatching 
generation and reducing load in the higher cost area both reduce 
the power flow across the congested transmission lines. ”

1

16



This project-specific siting proceeding is not the appropriate venue to decide regionalA.

2 policy issues such as how market efficiency projects are selected or how costs are 

3 allocated. Transmission ratemaking, including allocation of costs associated with a 

regional transmission system, are the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory4

5 Commission (“FERC”). For example, as described in more detail by Witness Herling, 

6 the benefit metric used by PJM in the Market Efficiency analysis was resoundingly 

7 supported in an open stakeholder process at PJM and approved without protest at the

8 FERC in Docket No. ER 14-1394-000. The PJM stakeholder process and before the

9 FERC are the appropriate venues to debate and determine key regional policies because it

10 allows broad participation by impacted parties. Raising these concerns on ratemaking

process and cost allocation in a siting forum is both out of time and in the incorrect11

venue.

13

14 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

15 Q. YCPC Witness Gobrecht argues that Transource Pennsylvania should set aside

16 funds in a Land Impact Mitigation Fund to offset environmental impacts. (YCPC

17 St. No. 1, p. 23.) Is Transource PA willing to do this?

18 Transource PA is willing to consider this proposal, however, there are many unansweredA.

19 questions that must first be addressed. When asked in discovery, YCPC did not propose

any specific amount to be set aside. (See TPA Exhibit No. BDW-8R, which is YCPC’s20

21 response to TPA-YCPC Set I, Question 7) It is also unclear from YCPC’s testimony how

22 the funds would be used, how they would be distributed and who would be entitled to

32
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them. (See TPA Exhibit No. BDW-9R, which is YCPC’s response to TPA-YCPC Set I,

2 Question 3)

3

Does this conclude your Rebuttal testimony?Q.4

A.5 Yes.

6

33
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TPA Exhibit No. BDW-1R

Transource to 0CA-IP9

9,

Answer:

Prepared by; Peter Lanzalotta

. .Mr..Lanzalotta’s-referenced testimony does not address reconfiguring PPL lines.- It - . 
addresses using available 230 kV line positions on existing PPL transmission lines 
partially in lieu of transmission facilities proposed for the IBC. Mr. Lanzalotta does not 
address the benefits of this approach relative to the benefits projected for the IEC.

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for Approval of the Siting and Construction ' 
of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the Independence Energy Connection - 
East and West Projects in Portions of York and Fran Idin Counties, Pennsylvania, et al. 

Docket No. A-2017-2640195, et al.

Responses of the Office of Consumer Advocate to 
Trnnsource’s Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of IDocuments 
SETH

Re OCA Statement No. 2, page 20, Provide all analysis, study results, work papers or 
other correspondence relied upon or considered which would indicate that, the 
reconfiguration of the PPL lines would provide an equivalent benefit of the IEC Project.



TPA Exhibit No. BDW-2R

i

o

o

o

0

Transource's proposed Furnace Run Substation and its tap into the Peach 
Bottom-Three Mile Island 5001<V line would not change with the Conceptual 
Alternative,
Incremental terminal equipment in the Conastone Substation would decrease 
with the Conceptual Alternative's single incremental 230 kV line terminating in 
that substation.
Incremental terminal equipment would have to be added in the Graceton 
Substation to accommodate tire new incremental 230 kV line into that substation 
with the Conceptual Alternative.
BGE's rebuild of the Conastone-Northwest double circuit 230 kV line would be 
modeled as part of the Conceptual Alternative just as it was with the IEC project.

Has the Applicant considered or discussed, or have any knowledge of anyone - 
including PJM - considering or discussing, an alternative that would replace 
Transource's proposed new Furnace Run-Conastone double-circuit 230 kV line with a 
new Furnace Run-Conastone 230 kV line and a new Furnace Run-Graceton 230 kV line, 
which Includes the "Conceptual Alternative" described below? If so, please provide a 
thorough summary in detail.

Conceptual Alternative to Transource's proposed new Furnace Run-Conastone double
circuit 230 kV line with a new Furnace Run-Conastone 230 kV line and a new Furnace 
Run:Graceton 230 kV Une.

Response of the Applicant
Maryland Public Service Commission - Caso No. 9471 

In the Matter of the Application of Transource Maryland, LLC for a Certificate of Public 
1 Convenience and Necessity to Construct Two New 230 KV Transmission Lincs Associated 
with the Independence Energy Connection Project In Portions of Harford and Washington 

CounfieSjMaryland

Discovery request submitted by: Power Plant Research Program

Discovery request set number: Five

Response prepared by or under the direction of: Paul F. McGlynn and Kamran All 

Response date: November 19,2018

These data requests are directed to whichever of. the following entities has the. 
knowledge to answer these data requests: Transource Maryland, LLC ("Transource 
MD"), Transource Energy, AEP Transmission Holding Company, LLC, American. 
Electric Power Company, Inc. ("ABF"), American Electric Power Service Corporation 
("AEPSC"), and/or PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. ("PJM"):

Data RequestPPRP 05-03:



TPA Exhibit No. BDW-2R

0

o

2. Furnace Run-Graceton 230 kV line overload for the loss of the Conastone-Peach 
Bottom 500 kV line

Response:
PJM has conducted an analysis that modeled the "Conceptual Alternative" cited above. 
A summer 2023 generator deliverability study Identified two single-contingency (n-1) 
thermal criteria violations:

To the extent practicable  ̂the conductors to be modeled for the Conceptual 
Alternative would be the same as those used by PPL when it rebuilt the 
Conastone-Otter Creek and Graceton-Manor 230 kV lines—1590 KCMIL 45/7 
ACSR "Lflpwing"conductor with a summer normal rating of 1626 Amps (647 
MVA @ 230 kV) and summer emergency rate of 2013 Amps (801MVA © 230 kV); 
That same conductor should be modeled for the rebuilt portion of,BCE's 
Graceton-Manor 230 kV line noted above.
The conductors to be installed on BGE's portion of the new Furnace Run- 
Conastone 230 kV line and a rebuild, if any, of its portion of the Conastone-Otter 
Creek 230 kV line, would be determined by BGE given the capability of the 
existing double-circuit structures and consistent with good utility practices.

These results were identified from only a subset of RTEP process tests that PJM 
conducts to ensure compliance with reliability criteria. For example, other tests 
performed to.ensure compliance with reliability .would include an n-1-1 analysis. If this. 
"Conceptual Alternative" were to have been submitted as a project proposal through 
the 2014/2015 Long-term Proposal Window, it would not have moved forward with 
any additional evaluation - including that for market efficiency benefits - because it 
creates reliability violations.

, 1.. Furnace Run-Cpnastone 230 kV line overload for the loss of.the Con$stone-Peach . 
Bottom 500 kV line



Q.4

A.4 PPL Electric has not conducted analyses or studies or reviews to 
determine If adding a second circuit to the Otter Creek to Conestono 
line would provide equivalent electrical characteristics as measured 
by the performance criteria cited In the above question # 4.

Has PPL Electric conducted any analyses, studies, or reviews to 
determine whether PPL Electric’s Otter Creek to Conastone could be 
modified by adding a second circuit In order to provide the equivalent 
electrical characteristics (as measured by, the performance criteria 
below) of the proposed Furnace Run-Oonastone portion of the IEC 
Project? Please describe In-detail any such modifications, and provide, 
any analyses, reviews, plans, documents, or opinions related to such 

modifications.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Response to Interrogatories of

TRANSOURCE PA, Set I
Dated October 2, 2018

Docket Nos, A-2017-2640195 and A-2017^640200

Performance criteria •
1800 / 2400 MVA summer normal / emergency rating with the 

following parameters:
■ R = 0. 00134928 pu
X = 0. 0146981 pu
8*0. 0608184 pu

TPA Exhibit No. BDW‘3R 
Witness: Phil O. Penny



TPA Exhibit No. BDW«3R

Witness: Phil 0. Penny

i

Q.8

I

I

A.8

I

Has PPL Electric conducted any analyses, studies, or reviews to 
determine whether PPL Electric's Graceton-Manor could be modified 
by adding a second circuit In order to provide the equivalent electrical 
characteristics (as measured by the performance criteria below) of the 

proposed Furnace Run-Conastone portion of the (EC Project? Please 
describe In detail any such modifications, and provide any analyses 
reviews, plans, documents, or opinions related to such modifications.

Performance criteria
■'tBOQ- /-2400- MVA- summer .normal / emergency ratlng -wlth the ■ 
following parameters:

R = 0.00134928 pu
X = 0. 0146981 pu
B = 0. 0608184 pu

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Response to Interrogatories of

TRANSDURCE PA, Set I
Dated Octobers, 2018

Docket Nos, A-2017-2640195 and A-2Q17-2640200

PPL Electric has not conducted analyses or studies or reviews to 
determine If adding a second circuit to the Graceton-Manor line would 
provide equivalent electrical characteristics as measured by the 
performance criteria cited In the above question # 8.
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Q.ib

.AJO

Supplemental Information provided 10/31/18:

TPA Exhibit No. BDW-3R 

Witness: Phil 0. Penny

PPL Electric performed a preliminary review that shpwed that almost 
all existing structures could accommodate higher capacity conductors. 
PPL Electric has not performed the detailed engineering or planning 
studies required to select a specific higher capacity conductor or 
determine specific modifications to structures or land rights that may 
be required. The review was performed by Mr. Horst Lehmann. Mr. 
Lehmann Is employed by PPL Electric Utilities, Two North Ninth Street 
Allentown, PA 18101. Mr. Lehmann has over ten years of electric 
utility operating experience Including six years In the design of 
transmission lines. Mr. Lehmann has B.S. degrees In both Electrical 
Engineering and Economics from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
and Is a licensed Professional Engineer In the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.

PPL Electrlc.udllzed UHS 1949.6 45/7 ACSS TW Athabaska and UHS 
2153.8 60/19 ACSS TW Powder conductors as representative 
examples for the purpose of determining feasibility of reoonductorlng

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Response to Interrogatories of

TRANSOURCE PA, Set I
Dated October 2, 2018

Docket Nos. A-2017-2640195 and A-2017^640200

In PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Response to Interrogatories of 
Office of Consumer Advocate, Set XII, Q.4, It was stated that "there Is 
ability to utilize conductors with a higher capacity rating" for the Otter 

Creek-Conastone transmission Uns.
a. Based upon all studies and analyses completed or 

. . . known at. the.time of the integratory response,, please provide 
the maximum rating of any conductors studied along with the 
conductor specifications that can be added to the existing 
structures without modification to the structures or land rights, 

'.-and the -related summer normal- and .-summer emergency ■ 
ratings In MVA and the associated R, X and B pu values. 
Please provide the englneer(s) responsible for any assessment 
supporting this determination, their contact Information and 
qualifications along with any applicable professional 
certifications that they possess.
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TPA Exhibit No. BDW-3R .

Witness! Phil 0, Penny

the existing transmission structures with higher capacity conductors. 
The maximum rating for such conductors per PPL Electric's rating 
methodology would be 180 Degrees C, However, PPL Electric has 
not conducted the planning and engineering studies necessary to 
select a specific higher capacity conductor that would be utilized or 
determined the applicable rating of any such conductor, nor did It do 
the engineering and planning studies necessary to determine what the 
maximum rating of the Identified conductors would be on the PPL 
Electric system.
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Q.11

a.

A.11

Supplemental Information provided 10/31/18;

i

TPA Exhibit No. BDW-3R

Witness: Phil 0. Jenny

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation
Response to interrogatories of

TRANSOURCE PA, Set 1
Dated Octobers, 2018

Docket Nos. A-2Q17-2640195 and A-2017-2640200

PPL Electric utilized UHS 1949.6 45/7 ACSS TW Athabaska and UHS 
2153.8 60/19 ACSS TW Powder conductors as representative 
examples for the purpose of determining feasibility of reconductoring 
the existing transmission structures with higher capacity conductors.

In PPL Electric Utilities Corporation Response to Interrogatories of 
Office of Consumer Advocate, Set Xii, Q.11, It was stated that "there 
Is ability to utilize conductors with a higher capacity rating'* for the 

rebuilt portions of the Graceton-Manor transmission line.
Based upon all studies and analyses completed or

known at the time of the Integratory response, please provide 
the maxlmum rating of any conductors studied along with, the 

conductor specifications that can be added to the existing 
structures without modification to the structures or land rights, 

■ and the related summer normal and summer emergency
■ ’ ratings In 'MVA and’the1 associated R; X and’B’pU 'values. : ■ 

Please provide the names of any englneer(s) or other persons 
responsible for any assessment supporting this determination, 
their contact Information and qualifications along with any 
applicable professional certifications that they possess.

PPL Electric performed a preliminary review that showed that almost 
all existing .structures could accommodate higher capacity conductors. 
PPL Electric has not performed the detailed engineering or planning 

studies required to select a specific higher capacity conductor or 
determine specific modifications to structures or land rights that may 
be required. The review was performed by Mr. Horst Lehmann. Mr. 
Lehmann Is employed by PPL Electric Utilities, Two North Ninth Street 
Allentown, PA 18101. Mr. Lehmann has over ten years of electric 

. utility operating experience Including six years . In the design of 
transmission lines. Mr. Lehmann has B.S. degrees in both Electrical 
Engineering and Economics from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
and Is a licensed Professional Engineer In the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania.
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The maximum rating for such conductors per PPL Electric's rating 
methodology would ba 180 Degress C. However, PPL Electric has 
not conducted the planning and engineering studies necessary to 
select a specific higher capacity conductor that would be utilized or 
determined the applicable rating of any such conductor, nor did It do 
the engineering and planning studies necessary to determine what the 
maximum rating of the Identified conductors would be on the PPL 
Electric system,

TPA Exhibit No. BDW-3R

Witness: Phil 0. Penny
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Transouroe to 0CA-I11-7

7.

Answer:

Prepared by: Geoffrey Crandall

i 

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for Approval of tlie Siting and
Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the Independence
Energy Connection ~ East and West Projects in Portions of York and Frmiklin

Counties, Pennsylvania, et al.
Docket No. A-2017-2640195, et al..

To clarify the premise of the question, this is not Mr. Crandall’s prediction of 
what will occur. It is Mr. Crandall's recognition of the State mandate and utility 
IRP plans to fulfill the mandate - it is much more than simply Mr. Crandall’s 
forecast. The point, as Mr. Crandall stated in his direct testimony, is that PJM did 
not consider the impact of the Virginia mandate nor the utilities’ plans to achieve 
it. In effect, PJM is forecasting Chat Virginia’s mandate and the utilities’ plans 
result in no load reductions, i.e., have zero impact.

Responses of the Office of Consumer Advocate to 
Transource’s Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of Documents 
SETHI

The Grid Transformation and Security Act became effective in Virginia in March 
2018. In May 2018 Dominion Energy filed its 2018 Integrated Resource Plan. 
As is customary, it is seeking approval from-the Virginia State Corporation 
Commission to use various combustion and non-combustion resources to meet 
their IRP Plan goals from 2019-2033.

Re OCA Statement No. 3, page 21. Please describe in detail all the regulatory or 
other’approvals that have been obtained in connection with the 206 MW and 545 . 
GWh/year energy efficiency resources and the 3,723 MW of renewable energy 
predicted by Mr. Crandall. To the extent regulatory or other approvals are 
required but have not yet been obtained, please describe in-detail the process and 
standards required to obtain such approval, and describe in detail the basis 
supporting Mr. Crandall’s prediction that these resources will In fact’occur and be ' '• 
placed in service.
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Transource to OCA-HI-S

8.

Answ:

(

Prepared by: Geoffrey Crandall

See: httnsi/Zwww.utili tvdive,oom/news/district-of-columbia-mavor-sisns-SQ- 
renewable-energv-standard/423265/

Re OCA Statement No. 3, page 23. Fully explain how the District of Columbia 
City Council, will achieve that one-half of the electric energy used in the District 
of Columbia by 2032 be supplied by solar photovoltaios.

In July 2016 Mayor Bowser signed into law a 50% renewable energy mandate; To ■ 
be obtained by 2032. The District of Columbia Government Mayor’s Office Press 
Release and a relevant news article provides further details on the establishment 
of and requirement for a 50% renewable energy target in the District of Columbia.

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for Approval of the Siting and
Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the Independence
Energy Connection - East and West Projects in Portions of York and Franklin

Counties, Pennsylvania, et al.
Docket No. A-2017-2640195, et al,

Table 2 of Mr. Crandall’s Direct Testimony does not contain assumptions 
regarding the viability of the District of Columbia accomplishing a 50% ‘ 
renewables level by 2032. Instead the renewable energy values were based on the 
technical potential of renewables study done by the D.C. Government Department 
of Environment. That study showed a technical potential in DC for renewables of 
2,498,000 MWH, which is about 13% of the DC energy use. Mr. Crandall 
assumed the market potential would be 5% of technical potential, which is about 
0.63% of the DC energy use, not 50%. The assumption was 1/80 of the 50% 
mandate, which is conservative.

Responses of the Office of Consumer Advocate to 
Transourco’s Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of Documents 
SET ID

PJM did not consider this; effectively forecasting it will have zero Impact on 
loads. Whether they actually achieve 50%, or more^ or less, is not the point, 
Anything DC and PBPCO actually accomplish is not being considered in PJMs 
plans.
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Transoujce to OCAJII-5

5.

i

Prepared by: Geoffrey Crandall

Responses of the Office of Consumer Advocate to 
Transource’s Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of Documents 
SETHI

OCA Statement No, 3, page 20. Provide all calculations for how the GTSA will 
reduce customers overall annual energy usage by 805 GWh and peak demand by 

304Wby2033,

t

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for Approval of the Siting and 
Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the Independence 
Energy Connection -East and West Projects in Portions of York and Franklin 

Counties, Pennsylvania, et al.
Docket No. A-2017-2640195, et al.

Answer:

• See1 the-Dominion Energy1 correspondence to1 the Virginia1'State Corporation . 
Commission page 4 for the basis of the estimates of 805 GWh annual reduction 
and the peak demand reduction of3 04 MW by 203 3. See:

https://www.dominionenergv,com/library/domcom/media/about-us/malcing- 
Bnergy/2018-iip.pdf

The impacts emanate from Dominion Energy’s Demand Side Management/energy 
efficiency programs. This information was provided by Dominion Energy 
President Mr. Paul Koonce as part of the 2018 Integrated Resource Plan 
submission on May 1,2018 to the Virginia State Corporation Commission. .
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Transource to OCA-IH-19

19.

Answer;
!

•Prepared by: Geoffrey Crandall

!

Re: OCA Statement No. 3, page 8, lin^s 3-4. Please provide all supporting 
analysis, studies-or work papers supporting the statement that “reducing load will . 
mitigate the constraint” which were relied upon or considered to prepare this 
testimony.

Responses of the Office of Consumer Advocate to 
Transource’s Interrogatories and

Requests for Production of Documents 
SETHI

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for Approval of the Siting and
Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the Independence
Energy Connection - East and West Projects In Portions of York andFranldln

Counties, Pennsylvania, et al.
Docket No. A-2017-2640195, et al.

Please refer to OCA StatementNo. 3, page 8, lines 1-15. If the load on lhe higher 
cost side of the transmission constraint is too great for the transmission system to 
cany from the lower cost side, and if that then causes the higher cost generation in 
the higher cost area to be dispatched to alleviate the load on the transmission 
system, then reducing load in the higher cost area will also reduce the load on the 
transmission system. Dispatching generation and reducing load in the higher cost 
area both reduce the power flow across the congested transmission lines.



7

PROVIDED BY: Wade Gobrecht

DATE: October 22,2018

YORK COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION’S RESPONSES TO TRANSOURCE
PENNSYLVANIA, LLC'S INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 

DOCUMENTS, SET I

Based on Mi', Gobrecht’s review of the Project, please provide an estimate of the proposed 
funding amount for the Land Impact Mitigation Fund,

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subchaptor G, 
for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the 
Independence Energy Connection - West Project in Portions of Franklin County, Pennsylvania; 

Docket No, A-2017-2 640200

•TPA Exhibit No, BDW-8R

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa, Code Chapter 57, Subchapter G, 
for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the 

independence Enei'gy Connection-East Project in Portions of York County, Pennsylvania; 
Docket No. A-2017-2640195

RESPONSE: We do not have an estimate at this time, The funding amount should be sufficient 
to offset the impacts to the following: conservation easements, designated natural 
areas, habitat corridors, wetlands, and high quality streams within the right-of-way. 
The funding amount should also cover the costs of BMP design and construction to 

■ offset stormwater Impacts within the right-of-way,



3.
i

RESPONSE.- No.

PROVIDED BY: Wade Gobrecht

October 22, 2018DATE:

(

Re YCPC Statement No. l,page 13. Does the Land Mitigation Fund currently exist? If yes, 
how Is it fiinded and how are the funds used and please provide a copy of any guidance 
documents, charters, or other documents, that describe the Implementation, execution, and 
funding of the referenced “Land Impact Mitigation Fund. ”

YORK COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSXQN’S RESPONSES TO TRANSOURCE
PENNSYLVANIA, LLC’S INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 

DOCUMENTS, SET I

Application of Transonrce Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subohaptar G, 
for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the
Independence Energy Connection West Project In Portions of Franklin County, Pennsylvania; 

Docket No. A-2017-2640200

TPA Exhibit No. BDW-9R

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subchapter G, 
for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the 

Independence Energy Connection-Bast Project in Portions of York County, Pennsylvania;
Docket No. A-2017-2640195
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Docket No. P-2018-3001883

Docket No. A-2018-3001881, et al.

TRANSOURCE PENNSYLVANIA, LLC

REJOINDER TESTIMONY OF

BRIAN D. WEBER

Date: February 11,2019

18305117vl

Docket No. A-2017-2640195 
Docket No. A-2017-2640200

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval of the Siting and Construction of 
the 230 kV Transmission Lines Associated 

with the Independence Energy Connection - 
East and West Projects in portions of Franklin 

and York Counties, Pennsylvania

Petition of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Rice Substation in Franklin 

County, Pennsylvania is reasonably necessary 
for the convenience or welfare of the public

BEFORE THE 
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval to acquire a certain portion of the 
lands of various landowners in York and 
Franklin Counties, Pennsylvania for the siting 
and construction of the 230 kV Transmission 
Lines associated with the Independence Energy 
Connection - East and West Projects as 
necessary or proper for the service, 
accommodation, convenience or safety of the 
public

Petition of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Furnace Run Substation in 
York County, Pennsylvania is reasonably 
necessary for the convenience or welfare of the 

public

STATEMENT NO. 1-RJ



Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is Brian D. Weber, and my primary office is located at 1 Riverside Plaza in2 A.

3 Columbus, Ohio.

4

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?5 Q*

Yes, I provided rebuttal testimony and exhibits. 1 also adopted the direct testimony of 6 A.

7 witness Peggy Simmons.

8

Do you make any corrections to your rebuttal testimony?9 Q*

Yes. In addition to being the Managing Director of Transmission Development, I was10 A.

also appointed Vice President, Transource PA in December 2018.11

12

13 Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rejoinder testimony?

14 A. . No.

Q. What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?

17 The purpose of my testimony is to respond to certain claims made by Office ofA,

18 Consumer Advocate (“OCA”) witnesses Crandall and Lanzalotta in their surrebuttal

testimony.19

20

21 Q. In his surrebuttal testimony, OCA witness Crandall claims that Transource PA

22 contended that Witness Crandall submitted a forecast of non-transmission

23 • alternatives to demonstrate the additional resources that PJM should account for

24 (Table 2 of Witness Crandall’s Direct Testimony). Witness Crandall states in his

18305117vl
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16



Surrcbuttal that a forecast was not his intention. OCA St. No. 3SR, pp. 3, 5, In. 5-17.1

2 What is your response?

it appears that in his surrebuttai testimony, witness Crandall is attempting to change his3 A.

testimony regarding the figures he provided in Table 2 of his direct testimony. In his4

direct testimony, he plainly referred to the information in Table 2 as umy assessment, the5

amount of energy efficiency, renewable energy and CHP that will be developed over the6

next 15 years'" (OCA St. No. 3, p. 28, lines 5-6) and then stated in surrebuttai “I did not7

offer or sponsor a specific forecast and I never intended to do so” (OCA St. No. 3SR, p.8

9 3, In. 12).

10 My rebuttal testimony relied upon Table 2 as what they were plainly described as,

Witness Crandall’s assessment for the next 15 years. Now given that in his surrebuttai11

12 testimony Mr. Crandall clearly admits that the figures are not a forecast at all, they cannot

13 be relied upon. Any conclusions reached from these figures also cannot be relied upon to

14 support his argument that:

In short, based upon the additional information provided in surrebuttai by witness

22 Crandall, the figures provided in Table 2 of his direct testimony should be disregarded as

23 he himself testifies that they were not intended to be a forecast at all, leaving no basis for

24 Mr. Crandall’s conclusions.

25

2
183051I7v|

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

“even though energy efficiency resources, renewable resources and CHP 
resources are not only available, but being implemented as a result of economics 
and governmental policy, these non-transmission alternatives were not and have 
not yet been integrated into PJM’s assessment leading to the approval of the 1EC 
Project. "



What is your response to OCA witness Crandall’s statement that “non-transmission Q.

alternatives were not and have not yet been integrated into PJM’s assessment2

leading to the approval of the IEC Project”? (OCA St. No. 3SR, p. 5, In. 15-17)3

As discussed in the rebuttal testimony of Company Witness Herling (Transource PA St.4 A.

No. 7-R, p. 30), the PJM process clearly incorporates energy efficiency, demand 5

response, renewable energy and distributed generation in its development of the PJM6

Regional Transmission Expansion Plan (RTEP), of which the IEC project is a7

8 component.

9

OCA Witness Crandall further states in his surrebuttal (p. 6, In. 1-6) that10 Q.

“However, Witness Weber only selected Dominion’s energy efficiency resources and11

excluded the 7,065 GWH impact on Dominion of Combined Heat and Power and12

Renewable Energy resources as were depicted on Table 2. The combined impact as

shown for Dominion totaled 7,870 GWH, nearly 10 times greater than the energy14

efficiency portfolio referenced by Witness Weber.” Do you have a response to those15

16 statements?

As explained above, Witness Crandall states that Table 2 is not a forecast and therefore17 A.

cannot be relied on. Moreover, in my rebuttal testimony I simply show comparisons of18

the level of impact on energy and demand from the same document which Witness19

Crandall purports to have relied upon to fill out certain numbers in Table 2. While the20

numbers provided by Witness Crandall in Table 2 may now be moot, my observations of21

22 the Dominion IRP document provided by Witness Crandall in discovery were all

23 referencing comparison amounts from the same source document upon which Witness

3
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Crandall used to determine this component of his Table 2 of his direct testimony. Any

assumptions and calculations Witness Crandall made separately from the source2

document to determine the figures shown on in Table 2 such as for energy efficiency and3

renewable energy in his direct testimony are Witness Crandall’s calculations, and were4

not from in the Dominion 1RP but calculated separately. It would not be appropriate to5

compare reference numbers directly from a source document to figures revised by6

additional adjustments made by Witness Crandall which were not supported by a source7

document. For example, the Witness Crandall indicates that he further assumed8

renewable energy would reduce 3,723 MW of capacity or 6,523 GWh of energy need9

(OCA Statement 3, pp. 21-22), but does not discuss where this renewable energy would10

be developed, how much of the 1,585 MW of generation under construction already11

identified in the Dominion IRP would meet future obligations in his calculation, or how12

13 much of the 11,964 GWH of expected energy from new generation under construction

also identified in the Dominion IRP would meet his projections of 6,523 GWh of need.14

15

16 Q. OCA Witness Lanzalotta states that he did not develop an alternative in his direct

17 testimony (OCA St. No. 2, p. 4). Please respond.

18 Mr. Lanzalotta in his direct testimony testified that “Adding a new 230 kV circuit to eachA.

19 of the Otter Creek to Conastone and the Manor to Graceton PPL tower lines would

20 duplicate to a great extent the two proposed new 230 kV circuits of the IEC - East

21 Project” and that “using these existing PPL transmission line towers to each carry an

22 additional 230 kV circuit would eliminate the need” for the IEC - East facilities of

23 Project 9A. (OCA St. No. 2, p. 21, In. 1-11) Like with the testimony of Mr. Crandall, it

4
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is understandable Mr. Lanzalotta now claims that this is not his project alternative, as

these were not supported by any credible analysis regarding either the reliability2

violations or the costs or the market efficiency effects that would result.3

Mr. Lanzalotta’s surrebuttal testimony appears to suggest that it would be4

inappropriate to follow the transmission expansion planning process that PJM undertakes5

day in and day out pursuant to FERC-approved processes that are tested and monitored6

by a vast array of stakeholders (including consumer counsel representatives in several7

8 states).

Apart from the obvious constraint Mr. Lanzalotta does acknowledge (i.e., the9

limitations imposed by the 1.1 mile section of the Manor to Graceton line crossing the10

Susquehanna River), his transmission alternatives discussed in his direct testimony (OCA11

St. No. 2, p. 20) (which he now claims were in fact not alternatives) were not supported12

13 in any way.

14

15 Q. Docs this conclude your rejoinder testimony at this time?

16 A. Yes.

5
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Docket No. P-2018-3001878

Docket No. P-2018-3001883

Docket No. A-2018-3001881. ei al.

TRANSOURCE PENNSYLVANIA, LLC

REJOINDER TESTIMONY OF

BARRY A. BAKER

STATEMENT NO. 4-RJ

Date: February 11,2019

I8303234V1

Petition of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 
Finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment al the Rice Substation in Franklin 

County, Pennsylvania is reasonably necessary 
for the convenience or welfare of the public

t Docket No. A-2017-2640195 

■ Docket No. A-2017-2640200

Application of Transource Pennsylvania. LLC 
for approval of the Siting and Construction of 

the 230 kV Transmission Lines Associated 
with the Independence Energy Connection - 
East and West Projects in portions of Franklin 

and York Counties, Pennsylvania

BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Petition ofTransource Pennsylvania, LLC fora 
Finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Furnace Run Substation in 
York County, Pennsylvania is reasonably 
necessary for the convenience or welfare of the 

public

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval to acquire a certain portion of the 
lands of various landowners in York and 
Franklin Counties, Pennsylvania for the siting 
and construction of the 230 kV Transmission 
Lines associated with the Independence Energy 
Connection - East and West Projects as 
necessary or proper for the service, 
accommodation, convenience or safety of the 

public



Q. Please state your name and business address.

My name is Barry Alan Baker. My business address is 625 West Ridge Pike. Suite E-2 A.

3 100, Conshohocken. PA 19428.

4

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?5

I am employed by AECOM as an Associate Vice-President and Department Manager for6 A.

the Natural Resources Department and also serve as a Technical Lead in the AECOM7

U.S. Transmission & Distribution and Impact Assessment & Permitting practices.8

9

10 Q- Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?

Yes. On December 22. 2017, 1 submitted direct testimony, Transource Pennsylvania,11 A.

12 LLC (“Transource PA” or the “Company”) Independence Energy Connection - East

Project Statement No. 4 and Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - West13

Project Statement No. 4. Also on November 27, 2018 I submitted rebuttal testimony,14

Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - East Project Statement No. 4R and15

16 Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - West Project Statement No. 4R.

17

Q.18 Arc you sponsoring any exhibits with your rejoinder testimony?

19 A. No.

20

Q.21 What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?

22 I am submitting rejoinder testimony in response to certain contentions and statementsA.

23 made in the surrcbuttal testimony of Wade Gobrechl, Associate Director on behalf of

1
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York Counly Planning Commission (“YCPC”) (‘’YCPC Witness Gobrechr), Barron1

Shaw on behalf of Barron Shaw & Shaw Orchards (’‘Witness Shaw"), and Dolores Krick 2

3

Krick"). My rejoinder testimony provides responses to other parties’ claims in their 4

surrebultal testimony regarding agritourism, farming and preserved farmland,5

government and landowner engagement, viewsheds, and zoning.6

7

Citizens witness Krick states that a project that crosses significant acres of.8 Q.

preserved farmland should not be considered or approved (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 2).9

10 Do you agree?

No. The crossing of preserved farmland should not be a reason to deny approval of the11 A.

project for several reasons. First, transmission lines and agricultural land uses are not12

incompatible land uses. Farming can continue underneath the transmission lines (with13

approximately 0.08 acre right of way removed from agricultural production) for most14

crops on preserved farmland. As further discussed in the testimony of Witness Herzog,15

many of the national standards for transmission line design are specifically in place to16

ensure that typical farm machinery can continue to operate in the vicinity of and under17

18

Project specifically allow for the development of utility lines. Lastly, the Proposed19

Routes cross the fewest acres of preserved farmland of the alternatives considered and20

Transource is working actively with landowners to minimize potential impacts. As such21

development of the Project is consistent with the easement requirements and should not22

23 be denied on these grounds.

2
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on behalf of Citizens of Stop Transource York County (‘‘Citizens”) (‘‘Citizens Witness

transmission lines. Second, the agricultural preservation easements crossed by this



Citizens witness Krick also states that the Project should be built in an area whereQ.

agriculture is not the dominant land use type, particularly if there are presened2

farmlands (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 6). Do you agree?3

No. I do not agree. The overall location of the Independence Energy Connection - East4 A.

Project within southeastern Pennsylvania, is in a geographical location of the state where 5

farming is a predominant land use type. Shifting the location of the project slightly east 6

or west of the current area will not eliminate this land use type or the fact that preserved 7

farmland is unavoidable with siting linear infrastructure in this region. Agriculture and 8

transmission line are not inconsistent land uses.9

10

Citizens witness Krick states that regardless of the efforts to minimize impacts,Q.11

public natural resources and the natural and social environment in York County12

would still be significantly and adversely affected (Citizens St. I, p. 2-3). Do you13

14 agree with witness Krick?

No. 1 do not agree and witness Krick supplies no evidence to support her statement. No15 A.

infrastructure project can avoid all impacts associated with the natural and social16

environment. Transource PA’s Siting Studies included a comprehensive quantitative and17

qualitative analysis of potential impacts to the social landscape, the natural environment18

and cultural resources, and potential engineering considerations to select an alignment19

that minimized these potential impacts. As a result, the selected Proposed Route crosses20

the least number of landowners; has the fewest residences in close proximity; spans the21

fewest streams and wetlands; and has the least amount of tree clearing. Eurthermore, all22

required environmental surveys are either in progress or have been completed. The23

3
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Project will be permitted and constructed in compliance with the federal, stale, and local1

regulatory requirements that arc specifically designed to avoid and minimize these types2

3 of impacts from infrastructure projects.

4

Q. Citizens witness Krick states that Transource PA does not specifically state how5

county’ and municipal leader input was incorporated into the process (Citizens St.6

7 No. 1, p. 3). Please respond.

The Siting Study detailed all the meetings, calls, and/or consultations completed with8 A.

county and municipal entities, including authorities from York County. Any siting9

relevant information gained from these contacts was incorporated into the siting process.10

for example on the IEC West Project, information on pending development plans was11

12 identified by county/local agencies and Transource digitized this information into our

13 database of known constraints so it was available for assessment through the siting

14 process. As such, this type of useful information from county and municipal leaders was 

15 accounted for and included in the process.

16

17 Q. Witness Krick states that the efforts to minimize or mitigate impacts with respect to

18 Muddy Creek do not meet Transource PA’s burden of proof that the project is in

19 the public interest (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 4). Do you have a response?

20 I disagree with her conclusion. Transource PA has demonstrated that it has significantlyA.

21 reduced potential impacts on Muddy Creek by selecting a crossing point with limited

22 clearing requirements and no direct impacts to the stream. The proposed crossing

23 location uses an existing open field on the north-side with minimal forest clearing on the

4
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south-side and its selection eliminated options that would have involved more forest

clearing or greater potential for construction impacts to the stream itself.2

Lastly, once the project is approved, the crossing of Muddy Creek will be further3

reviewed and construction measures approved through the normal permitting process that4

will ensure that potential impacts arc minimized or mitigated to a level (hat will not5

6 adversely impact the stream.

7

Citizens witness Krick states that the Project will adversely impact the local8 Q.

9 viewshed regardless of Transource PA’s attempt to align the route farther from

10 areas of high visibility (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 4-5). Do you agree?

No, 1 do not agree. While the presence of a new transmission line on the localizedA.

12 landscape cannot be entirely avoided, Transource has actively considered this and sought

to minimize potential impacts where practicable. The topography of York County13

consists of rolling forested hills, which can aid in limiting the potential for long views of14

the line from distance or for long stretches while traveling in or through the area. Hills15

16 and valleys allow for the view of the line to be more often obstructed, with only portions

17 of the line viewable from certain vantages.

18 The level of impact inherently relates to the existing state of the area as well. As

19 described in my previous testimony, existing transmission lines already traverse the

20 landscape in this area as evidenced by the 230 kV Otter Creek - Conastone and Manor -

21 Graceton transmission lines as well as the 500 kV Three Mile Island - Beach Bottom

22 line. The landscape in the area is not entirely devoid of existing infrastructure such that

5
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the addition of a new electric transmission line would not be a significant alteration of the

2 landscape.

3

Witness Krick further states that monopoles will still have a significant impact onQ.4

farmland (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 6). Please respond.5

The opposite is true. Transource has modified the design of the structures from the6 A.

originally planned lattice tower to a monopole design to further reduce impacts on7

farmland. Assuming a maximum case scenario, with an average of 10 foot by 10 foot8

area (100 square fool) per monopole, the physical loss of farmland for the East Proposed9

Route (90 structures) would equate to approximately 0.20 acres along the entire 15.8 mile10

long alignment (for Pennsylvania and Maryland). This impact is less than the11

development of one 0.5 acre single residence, which is common in this area.12

13

Q. Citizens Witness Krick states that the presence of another transmission line will14

15 impact agritourism (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 8). Do you agree?

No. The siting process took into account the location of specific commercial agritourism16 A.

17 facilities such as pick-your-own orchards, corn mazes, and plant nurseries. Where

18 practicable, alignments were oriented away from the primary tourism areas al these

operations. Furthermore, as detailed in my Rebuttal Testimony Statement No. 4-R, there19

20 are agritourism businesses with pipelines and 500 kV electric transmission lines

traversing them where the public still demonstrates their willingness to visit these21

businesses, regardless of the fact they contain utility infrastructure.22

23

6
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YCPC witness Grobrecht states that when Transource met with staff prior toQ.

announcing the Project, YCPC raised several concerns including topography,2

natural and environmental areas and resources including prime agricultural land,3

high quality streams, and wild trout streams, and a high concentration of4

conservation easements (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 3). Do you recall this meeting and5

6 do you have a response?

Yes. I recall several beneficial meetings with YCPC to discuss the Project. Transource7 A.

initially held a conference call on February 15. 2017 with the Director of YCPC and then8

attended meetings with the YCPC on March 9, 2017, April 11, 2017 and August 9, 20179

with the Director in attendance at the last two meetings. The YCPC did identify areas of10

concern and made Transource PA aware of these potential constraints within the overall

Study Area. These areas were further reviewed and considered in order to assess, and12

The presence of these13

constraints, which are unavoidable in some instances (e.g. Muddy Creek), do not in and14

of themselves cause a fatal flaw for the Project, but rather are concerns to be identified,15

16 minimized where possible, and permitted by the governing authority to ensure the

appropriate best management practices are applied.17

18

YCPC witness Gobrecht states that the impact assessments arc conservative and19 Q.

offers a review of impacts (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 4). Please respond.20

I do not agree with Witness Gobrecht’s summary of impacts. While Witness Gobrecht21 A.

did utilize the appropriate 130 foot right-of-way, his impact review incorrectly assumes22

that any feature and/or land use crossed by the ROW will be impacted. In reality, the23

7
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vast majority of the land uses will not impacted because these features will simply be

spanned (i.e. no impact on the ground). Moreover. Mr. Gobrechl’s analysis fails to make2

any comparison with other alternatives, which is what is required in a siting study.3

4

YCPC Witness Gobrecht further states that stormwater runoff along steep-sided5 Q.

creek valleys is a concern and that Transource PA would be clearing riparian trees6

and replacing them with something less adequate (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 5). Do you7

8 agree?

Riparian tree canopy is not the only stormwater management treatment measure for sleep9 A.

slopes nor is it always the best. I do agree that “the stormwater ordinance should manage10

and treat stormwater on-site and there should be no increase in runoff.” The applicable11

stale permitting requirements will address and mitigate potential stormwater concerns and12

Transource will ensure appropriate steep slope vegetation that meets this requirements.13

14

Q.15 Witness Gobrecht also states that monopoles can still act as an obstacle during a

16 flood and that it appears that the right-of-way crossing at Alum Rock Run may

17 have structures within the 100 year floodplain (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 6). Do you

18 have a response?

19 A. As noted in my previous rebuttal testimony and acknowledged by witness Gobrecht, the

20 cunent alignment does not place any monopoles within the 100 year floodplain 3

21 including Alum Rock Run.

8
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YCPC witness Gobrccht states that aligning the transmission line along propertyQ.

boundaries may not minimize any impact and that future farming operations need

flexibility to continue their operations (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, pp. 7-8). Please respond.3

Transource took into account field breaks, not just parcel lines, during the siting process.4 A.

During the siting effort and engagement with the public, Transource worked with5

landowners to understand any known plans to expand farming operations that included6

buildings and worked to minimize impact where practicable.7

8

Witness Gobrccht states that Transource PA did not account for the Muddy Creek9 Q.

Focus Area as it pertains to the existing or planned park, recreation or conscnation10

sites (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 10). Please respond.

Transource accounted for known parks and recreation areas in the siting process.12 A.

Moreover, it is not unusual for park and recreation areas to be crossed by transmission13

lines. Our crossing location of the Muddy Creek would not impact the recreational use of14

this resource for activities such as canoeing, kayaking or fishing.15

16

Witness Gobrccht states that the Lower Chanceford Zoning Ordinance addresses17 Q.

18 public utility buildings in agricultural or conscnation zoning districts and that the

19 building size is irrelevant because the building will not be isolated from other areas

20 of prime agricultural land (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, pp. 12-13). Please respond.

21 The version of the Zoning Ordinance (Section 375 Public Utility Buildings) that witnessA.

22 Gobrccht refers to in his surrebuttal testimony was adopted by Lower Chanceford

23 Township on August 7, 2018 and was not available for consideration or applicable when 

9
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the Zoning Petition for the Control Equipment at the Furnace Kun Substation was 

submitted to the Commission on May 15. 2018. The changes in the zoning language 2

made in August 2018 requires that "all public utilily buildings must be located on land of 3

low quality for agricultural use as defined in Section 298 (e) (I), (2) and (3) of this 4

ordinance'1'. The addition of this language soon after the submission of the Zoning5

Petition appears to have been conducted as a response to the submission and intended to 6

limit the development of the substation. The Lower Chanceford Zoning Ordinance that 7

was obtained in August 2016 (adopted February 5, 2016) is relevant to the Zoning8

Petition and did not have this restriction. As I stated in my rebuttal. Section 375 in the9

2016 Zoning Ordinance "does not reference any requirements related to prime 10

agricultural soils. In fad. the opening sentence of Section 375 notes that "Public utilily11

buildings and facilities shall be approved in any district. ”12

It should be noted that the 2018 version of Section 375 would restrict the location13

of public utility buildings to "lands of low quality”, which in Lower Chanceford14

Township equates to specific steep soils that range between 8% and 60% slopes and15

would likely be prohibitive to the development of any building and more impactful to16

natural features.17

18

19 Q. On page 27 of Mr. Shaw’s surrcbuttal testimony, he describes that while Highland

20 Orchards contains an existing transmission line, it has been there since 1957, and

21 the surrounding dense and affluent population aid in the sustainability of this

22 orchard compared to Shaw Orchards. Do you have a response?

10
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First, it should be noted that Shaw Orchards is in Maryland. However, regardless ofA.

whether a utility has been a part of the landscape for years, it still has a visual presence at2

the site and the public at these locations has demonstrated their willingness to continue to3

4 visit the location for agritourism.

5

6 Witness Shaw refers to P.JM’s training PowerPoint document “Power SystemQ.

7 Fundamentals” dated 2015, where it states least cost, including the cost of land,

8 determine the path of a right-of-way. Do you have a response?

9 As previously stated in my rebuttal testimony, Transource PA did not consider the cost ofA.

10 land when completing their Siting Study and did not select the Proposed Route alignment

based on land uses that would allow for cheaper land costs.

12

13 Q- Does this conclude your rejoinder testimony at (his time?

Yes, this concludes my rejoinder testimony.14 A.

11
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Please state your name and business address.I Q-

My name is Barry Alan Baker. My business address is 625 West Ridge Pike, Suite E-2 A.

100, Conshohocken, PA 19428.3

4

By whom are you employed and in what capacity?5 Q.

I am employed by AECOM as an Associate Vice-President and Department Manager for6 A.

the Natural Resources Department and also serve as a Technical Lead in the AECOM7

U.S. Transmission & Distribution and Impact Assessment & Permitting practices.8

9

Have you previously submitted testimony in this proceeding?10 Q.

Yes. On December 22, 2017, I submitted Direct Testimony, Transource Pennsylvania,II A.

LLC (“Transource PA” or the “Company”) Independence Energy Connection - East12

Project Statement No. 4 and Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - West13

14 Project Statement No. 4.

15

What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony in this proceeding?16 Q.

1 am herein submitting Rebuttal Testimony, Transource St. No. 4-R, in response to17 A.

certain contentions and statements made in the Direct Testimony submitted by Scott J.18

Rubin on behalf of the Office of Consumer Advocate (“OCA”) (“OCA Witness Rubin”),19

Peter Lanzalotta on behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate (“OCA20

Witness Lanzalotta”), Geoffrey C. Crandall on behalf of the Office of Consumer21

Advocate (“OCA Witness Crandall”), Wade Gobrecht, Associate Director on behalf of22

York County Planning Commission (“YCPC”) (“YCPC Witness Gobrecht”), Barron23
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Shaw on behalf of Barron Shaw & Shaw Orchards (“Witness Shaw”), and Joseph Dague1

and Dr. Ira Sasowsky on behalf of Stop Transource Franklin County (“STFC”) (“STFC2

Witness Dague and Witness Sasowsky”).3

4

SITING CONSIDERATIONS AND SITING PROCESS5

On pages 16-17 of the Direct Testimony of OCA Witness Rubin he states that “there6 Q.

appears to be a significant deficiency in Transource’s Applications. Specifically, the7

Commission’s regulation at 52 Pa. Code § 57.72(c)(10) requires an application to8

contain “a general description of reasonable alternative routes to the proposed HV9

line, including a description of the corridor planning methodology, a comparison of10

the merits and detriments of each route, and a statement of the reasons for selecting11

the proposed HV line route.” From my review, the Applications do not contain the12

required information for “reasonable alternative routes.” Do you agree with his13

14 conclusion?

I disagree with Mr. Rubin’s conclusion. . Transource PA conducted a process that15 A.

evaluated over 150 Study Segments across the East and West Study areas, assembled the16

best of the Study Segments into three full Alternative Routes, and analyzed the merits17

and detriments of each of the Alternative Routes to identify Proposed Routes for this18

filing. All of this effort is documented in the Siting Study attached to the Application.19

Presenting another alternative would provide no value to this process.20

The “corridor planning methodology” used in the siting process for the East and21

West Projects is defined in Section 2.0 Route and Site Development Process of these22

Applications. In short, the chapter describes how the Study Area is defined, the23

2
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identification of Conceptual Routes, the formation of Study Segments, the evaluation of1

Study Segments to define Alternative Routes, and the determination of a Proposed Route 2

based on quantitative and qualitative analysis of the identified siting criteria. Specific 3

application of this process is described in detail in Section 3.0 Alternative Route4

Identification, which documents the identification of over 70 Study Segments for the5

6 West and 80 for the East that could be organized into numerous potential Alterative

7

aspects of each Study Segment resulted in the identification of the most suitable Study8

Segments that were then organized into specific Alternative Routes.9

A “general description” of these “reasonable alternative routes” is provided in10

Section 3.6 Alternative Routes, which describes the length, alignment, and landscape11

features (e.g.} roads, streams, land use) that would be crossed by each of the proposed12

13 Alternative Routes. Chapter 4.0 Alternative Route Comparison, sets the stage for the

“comparison of merits and detriments” by providing a list of the Quantitative Siting14

Factors (broken into Human/Built, Environmental, and Engineering Factors) that were15

used to assess each Alternative Route and then provides specific details of these factors16

as they relate to the conditions noted in the Study Area. Assessment of the potential17

effect of each Alternative Route on these factors is then discussed from a. quantitative and18

19 qualitative perspective to illustrate the “merits and detriments of each route.” Section 5.0

Identiftcation of the Proposed Route, provides a summary of the evaluation factors that20

were used to identify the Proposed Route, which is cumulatively the “statement of the21

reasons for selecting the proposed HV line route.” In sum, the Applications submitted to22

the Commission address the regulation at 52 Pa. Code § 57.72(c)(J0). This same or23

3
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similar route development, analysis, and selection approach and documentation is the 1

same or similar to many of the filings that have been approved by the PA PUC.2

3

On page 17 of the Direct Testimony of OCA Witness Rubin, he notes that one of the 4 Q.

reasons that he used to conclude that Transource PA did not comply with the5

Commission’s regulation at 52 Pa. Code § 57.72(c)(10) is that there is significant 6

overlap (greater than 25%) between two of the three Alternative Routes (for both7

East and West Projects) and that the Commission’s regulations define an 8

“alternative route” as “a reasonable right-of-way which includes not more than9

25% of the right-of-way of the applicant’s proposed route” 52 Pa. Code § 57.1. Do10

11 you have a response?

The Commission regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 57.1 do not specifically state thatA.

Alternative Routes proposed for a project cannot have overlapping sections.13 The

expectation is that there is at least one Alternative Route that does not overlap more than14

25% of the applicant’s proposed route. This is consistent with the number of alternative15

routes that J have provided in other transmission line cases before this Commission. For16

both the East and West Projects, Transource PA provides an Alternative Route that has17

less than 25% overlap (Alternative Route D in the East and Alternative Route A in the18

West). A third route was included as a hybrid of the other two alternatives to allow for19

additional consideration of route options.20

As I explain above, and to further the point that a wide range of routing options21

were considered, the process involved a comparative analysis of over 245 miles of Study22

Segments, that included over 70 Study Segments for the West and 80 for the East, to23

4
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compile the three Alternative Routes that were presented in further detail in the SitingJ

Study. It would be of no value to construct another alternative which had less than 25%2

overlap with the proposed routes over the extensive evaluation we performed in selecting3

4 the preferred route.

5

On page 18 of the Direct Testimony of OCA Witness Rubin, he notes that a second6 Q.

7

Commission’s regulations is that they did not adequately evaluate project paths that8

include the use of existing transmission rights-of-way and/or existing infrastructure.9

He noted that the Commission’s Policy Statement requires applicants to consider10

“relevant existing rights of way” for each alternative route 52 Pa. Code §11

69.3105(3)(iii). In your opinion did the siting study adequately address relevant

existing transmission rights-of-way?13

The Alternative of placing additional circuits on existing towers identified on the East14 A.

Leg Replacement Option is discussed in the Rebuttal Testimony of Witness Herling. I15

address the East Leg Paralleling Option where my review looked at options to parallel the16

existing rights-of-way. The use of existing corridors would need additional right-of-way17

as the facilities cannot be placed into the existing corridors. See Exhibit No. BB-1R, a18

copy of PPL Electric’s responses to TPA-PPL Set I, Questions 2 and 6, which support19

20 this position.

Contrary to OCA Witness Rubin’s statements, Transource PA did evaluate21

paralleling existing rights of way and existing infrastructure to the extent it was both22

5
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available and able to meet the project requirements as approved by PJM. This is 1

discussed in Section 3 of the Siting studies and summarized below.2

3

4 East Project

For the East Project, there were several relevant existing rights-of-way within the5

Study Area that were assessed for potential paralleling opportunities (See Section 3.3, in 6

the Siting Study). Two transmission line corridors that extended in a north-to-south 7

direction provided the most logical opportunities for potential parallel alignments; the8

Otter Creek-Conastone 230 kV line and Manor-Graceton 230 kV line. The Otter Creek-9

Conastone line is located west of the proposed Furnace Run Substation site and the10

Manor-Graceton line is located east of the proposed Furnace Run Substation site.11

As part of the siting process, Transource PA conducted a detailed analysis of the12

options to parallel these existing rights of way; In both scenarios, the extent of residential13 '-i

development (homes, bams, garages, and out-buildings) adjacent to the existing rights of14

way significantly limited the potential for parallel alignments for any notable distance.15

Options to avoid the clusters of homes and businesses along the edge of the right of way16

either required “bumping out” to go around the residential development cluster - thereby17 '

encapsulating the area between transmission lines - or multiple crossings of the existing18

The latter was avoided to the extent practicable (see routingtransmission line.19

Guidelines, Section 2.4) to avoid construction and operation challenges, reliability20

concerns, and the construction of very tall (over 200-feet) structures that would be21

complex to design, build, and potentially lead to viewshed concerns from the surrounding22

communities. As a result of these human/built and engineering constraints, the Study23

6
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Segments that attempted to parallel these linear features were ultimately removed from 

further consideration due to impacts on adjacent residential development and construction 2

challenges. A summary of the Otter Creek-Conastone 230 kV line and Manor-Graceton 3

230 kV line parallel alignment considerations is provided as TPA Exhibit No. BB-2R. to 4

my Rebuttal Testimony.5

6

West Project7

For the West Project, the landscape features within the Study Area provided more 8

opportunities to parallel existing corridors including highways, railroads, and 9

transmission line rights-of-way. As part of the siting process, Study Segments were 10

identified that paralleled considerable lengths of these linear features and due to their11

relatively direct alignments and limited adjacent development, many of these segments12

were incorporated into the Alternative Routes that were assessed for the project. In13

meeting the expectations of 52 Pa. Code § 69.3105(3)(iii), over 40% of the Proposed14

Route alignment for the West Project parallels either highways, railroads, or transmission15

16 line rights of way.

17

On page 11, lines 7-9 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Shaw, he states18 Q.

“Transource has stated that their siting process attempted to impact as few people .19

as possible”. By definition, this means that they “aimed” for large tracts of land.”20

Did Transource PA target large tracts of land in its siting process?21

No. 1 have two general points to make concerning this statement. First, a review of the22 A.

parcel data for southern sections of York County and northern sections of Harford23

7
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County will note that they predominantly consist of large tracts of agricultural lands, with1

smaller, denser parcels in closer proximity to the towns that dot the landscape. The2

development of potential transmission alignments from Furnace Run Substation to3

Conastone Substation did not “aim” for these larger tracts as much as they could not help4

5 crossing them.

Secondly, state public utility commissions typically look for alignments that cross6

and impact as few property owners as practicable as part of this balancing act. During7

the siting process, Transource PA obtained parcel boundary information from the8

counties and mapped out the homes and farm houses in the study areas to develop an9

understanding of the existing development pattern across the landscape. Dense groupings10

of homes on small tracts were generally avoided when possible because any alignment11

through or near these areas would put the project in close proximity to more homes.

While this strategy reduces instances where the line is in close proximity to homes, it13

does tend to result in alignments through less developed areas, which commonly have14

larger parcel sizes. In these areas Transource PA attempted to follow parcel boundaries15

or natural land breaks (tree lines, ridges, etc.) to minimize impacts on these parcels when16

17 possible.

18

During the public input hearings, several people testified that Transource PA was19 Q.

targeting preserved farmland because it is “cheaper”. Please respond.20

As noted on Figure 11 in the Siting Studies for both the East and West Projects,21 A.

preserved farmland is ubiquitous across the study area. Both of the selected East and22

West Proposed Routes actually cross the fewest acres of preserved farmland of the23

8
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alternatives considered. The cost of land is not a factor when determining the Proposed1

2 Routes.

3

Several members of the public have testified that the Project routed through tracts4 Q.

5 of land owned by specific religious denominations in order to allow for an easier

6 process, as these individuals tend not to engage with the government and entities

outside of their religious community. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 1062, 1842) Is this7

8 statement correct?

9 No. At no point during the Project has Transource PA made an effort to identify propertyA.

owners by their religious affiliations nor would Transource PA ever engage in such a10

11 tactic.

For the West Project, the Proposed Route crosses a portion of the Falling Springs13 Q.

14 Elementary School property which has a cross country track. Several members of

15 the public have testified that the cross country track will be impacted by the

16 transmission line alignment. (See e.g., Tr. at p. 1010, 1018, 1076-77, 1828) Will the

placement of the line inhibit the use of the cross county track?17

18 The transmission line right-of-way will cross a portion of the cross country track in twoA.

In these locations existing trees will have to be removed, however the19 locations.

transmission line will not deter or inhibit use of the cross country track.20

21

9
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW

In. the Direct Testimony of OCA Witness Rubin he discusses the recent2 Q-

Pennsylvania Supreme Court decision in Pennsylvania Environmental Defense3

Foundation v. Commonwealth (“PEDF”) that concluded the “Commonwealth (i.e.,4

Commission) has a duty to prohibit the degradation, diminution, and depletion of 5

our public natural resources.” OCA Witness Rubin stated his opinion that for 6

many transmission line projects, including the Independence Energy Connection -7

East and West Projects, that involve the potential to degrade “public natural8

resources”, the Commission may be required to only permit degradation of those9

resources when there is no reasonable alternative. How did you consider10

minimizing impacts to public natural resources?11

First, while I disagree with his legal analysis, 1 am not a lawyer. The Company will,A.

however, address the legal issues of that case in the Briefs in this proceeding.13

In terms of siting the Proposed Routes, Transource PA has undertaken an14

extensive effort to identify those public natural resources present within the Study Area15

and has identified Proposed Routes for both projects that avoid and/or minimize impacts16

to these resources as much as practicable. Transource PA’s actions to minimize impacts17

to public natural resources (e.g., wetlands, streams, floodplains, soils) include:18

• Identifying sensitive public natural resources such as large forested areas,19

wetlands, streams, floodplains, sensitive soils,, potential sensitive species habitat20

in the analysis process, as well as slate owned lands and major natural resource21

22 recreation areas;

10
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• Considering impacts on sensitive natural resources in the Study Segment

2 development and comparison process, in conjunction with other sensitive land use

3 categories such as residential development, airports, quarries, military lands, and

commercial/industrial facilities to minimize the effect of the Project on area4

5 resources overall;

• Conducting a comparative quantitative and qualitative analysis between the Study6

Segments to identify the least impact Study Segments to compile into Alternative7

8 Routes for analysis and comparison;

• Providing a comparative quantitative and qualitative assessment of the Alternative9

10 Routes that considered the potential impacts and benefits of each route as it

11

12 constructability to support the identification of the Proposed Route;

• Conducting frequent agency coordination to identify and characterize the13

potential for impacts on public natural resources and use that information to aid in14

15 the selection of the Proposed Route. A table of all the Agency coordination for

16 the Proposed Routes completed to date for the project is included as TPA Exhibit

No. BB-3R. As is noted within both the Siting Studies (Appendix B) and within17

TPA Exhibit No. BB-3R, agency coordination to identify and minimize impacts18

to these resources took place during the siting process and continues as part of the19

20 ongoing permitting process

• Lastly, the detailed permitting phase of the Project is now underway as the siting21

22 process goes through the approval process. During the permitting phase,

additional field surveys will be conducted to further evaluate the Project’s23
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potential impact on area public natural resources and either further avoid,1

minimize, or mitigate any potential impacts on the state’s public natural2

3 resources.

4

Was there any reasonable alternative that would avoid impacts to all public natural5 Q.

6 resources?

No. As conveyed within the Siting Studies, no reasonable alternative can sufficiently7 A.

avoid all public natural resources (e.g. streams, wetlands, and sensitive species habitats).8

In addition, the potential effect of siting any transmission line project is not limited solely9

to the impact to natural resources, but also needs to evaluate and address the human/built10

environment including homes, businesses, public parks, and transportation/utility11

infrastructure. One of the balancing acts involved in the siting process is that the more12

one tries to avoid social impacts the more one may affect the natural environment and13

vice versa. Much of the input received through the Public Outreach process and noted in14

some of the direct testimony from those opposing the project focuses on a desire to have15

societal values more heavily influence the process by demanding more importance be16

placed bn protecting the human/built environment rather than the natural environment. If17

this premise was followed alone, many of the alternative routes identified for a18

transmission line project would only be located in undeveloped areas, such as forests, and19

often impact other natural resource areas including streams, wetlands, and floodplains.20

21
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On the West Project, for example, Transource PA did consider siting the 2

alignment through a less developed portion of Franklin County that would traverse 3

through and adjacent to the Michaux Stale Forest. While this would allow for siting 4

further away from human/built constraints, it would directly result in an impact to a state 5

designated public natural resource that includes forested lands, streams, wetlands, and 6

sensitive vernal pools. In order to better understand the impact and constructability 7

implications of such an alignment, Transource PA met with the Pennsylvania Department 8

of Natural Resources and Conservation (“PADCNR”) to discuss this public natural 9

resource and get their insight on the Project.10

11

East Project

For the East Project, the crossing of Muddy Creek was identified as an13

environmental and engineering challenge. The stream valley is a forest lined, deep gorge14

that bisects the Study Area from east to west and would heed to be crossed by the15

Proposed Route at some point. From an environmental perspective, spanning from one16

side of the valley to the other would not have any direct impact on the stream dr17

immediate riparian area located al the bottom of the gorge, but could affect the forested18

areas along the upper rim. During the Study Segment development process, specific19

review was conducted to identify crossing areas that would minimize the extent of20

forested clearing. However, given that the average span length would be over 1,000 feet,21

these sites also needed to be evaluated from an engineering perspective to determine if22

span lengths were feasible. Ultimately, four crossing locations were identified that were23
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incorporated into the siting review with the site of the crossing for the East Proposed

Route being at a location that involves a complex approximately 1, IOO-foot span, but 2

uses an existing open field on the north-side and minima) forest clearing on the south3

side. The remaining options would have involved more forest clearing or have been 4

5 more challenging to construct.

6

In addition to the environmental factors considered as part of the PEDF decision7 Q.

what other factors beyond potential impact to public natural resources must be8

considered as part of siting a transmission line per 52 Pa. Code § 57?9 .

Per 52 Pa. Code § 57.7‘and § 69.3105 applications must also address such factors as10 A.

historic areas, areas of the built environment such as airports, residential and nonll

residential structures, and the use of existing right-of-way. These types of non-public

natural resources were assessed and detailed within the Siting Studies and as conveyed13

throughout this testimony. In addition to balancing the natural and built environment,14

alternative routes also have to be assessed from a design and construction standpoint.15

Taken together, it becomes apparent that no route can be developed without resulting in16

some level of impact to natural resources and the built environment and that the goal of17

this process is to identify a route that minimizes impacts overall while balancing18

environmental impacts, human/built impacts, and engineering concerns to the extent19

20 practicable.

21

On page 6 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht he states, “the construction22 Q.

and proposed siting of the Transmission Line will have significant negative impacts23
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on York County, including impacts on land use, soil and sedimentation, plant and1

2 wildlife habitats, terrain, hydrology, landscape, scenic areas, and wilderness areas.”

3 Please respond.

Witness Gobrecht states the Project will have significant impact on York County, but he

provides no analysis or evidence to support this statement.5

In comparison, through the Study Segment development process and the6

quantitative and qualitative comparative review process, Transource PA carefully7

considered the potential effects of the project on the natural and social environment. This8

process sought to identify Study Segments that minimized impacts to land use, soil and9

sedimentation, plant and wildlife habitats, terrain, hydrology, landscape, scenic areas, and10

wilderness areas per Chapter 52 Pa. Code § 57.1 (see Section 4.0 and 5.0 of the Siting11

Study for both East and West). Each of the potential alignments across the landscape

were also carefully evaluated to identify terrain and access concerns that may result in13

increased impacts in order to avoid them or minimize impacts where practicable.14

Transource PA met with county and local municipal leaders prior to announcing the15

project to the general public to inform these officials of the project and to get their input16

on the potential concerns of the landowners and suggestions on potential segment17

alignments. Information obtained from these meetings was incorporated into the Study18

19 Segment identification process.

Furthermore, during the summer of 2018, Transource PA completed numerous20

environmental surveys for wetlands, threatened and endangered species, and sensitive21

habitats. The reports and results of those surveys are included as TPA Exhibit No. BB-22

4R. Based on both the analysis completed during the siting process and the field surveys,23
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Transource PA can stale that the transmission line will not have a significant impact on1

land use, soil or sedimentation, plant and wildlife habitats, terrain, hydrology, landscape,2

3 designated scenic areas, or wilderness areas. These surveys are being completed to

address the regulatory requirements in support of the permitting.4

5

6 Q. On pages 18 to 29 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he discusses the

7 potential impact of the project on the environmental resources located along the

8 He specifically notes “The proposedalignment of the Proposed Route.

9 Transmission Line will cause various negative impacts including disturbance of the

10 North Branch Muddy Creek Natural Area Site, fragmentation of habitat corridors,

11 degradation to wetlands and High Quality streams, including Wild Trout Streams

and Exceptional Value Wetlands, opportunities for invasive species through

deforestation, and stormwater runoff.” How did the Transource team consider13

14 these resources in the siting process and attempt to minimize impacts through this

15 process?

Witness Gobrecht states the Project will have various negative impacts on natural16 A.

17 resources, but he provides no analysis dr evidence to support this statement.

18 As noted above, Transource PA robustly considered all potential impacts on the

19 natural environment and sought to identify Study Segments that minimized forest

clearing, crossed fewer streams and wetlands, and avoided known wilderness or natural20

areas. Each of these issues is discussed below.21

22
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North Branch Muddy Creek Natural Area Site - Siting Study p. 40

The North Branch Muddy Creek Natural Area extends east to west across the 2

study area of the East Project, and its crossing is unavoidable for the Project. The3

Transource Team considered multiple locations for crossing Muddy Creek, and 4

considered a range of variables in that assessment, which included avoidance of sensitive 5

habitats, as well as residential areas, constructability (access road needs), and avoiding 6

non-standard design requirements for the crossing structures.7

The alignment across Muddy Creek will involve the construction of new 8

monopole structures on the north and south side of the valley and an approximately 9

1,100-foot wire span between them. Although some forest clearing will be required at 10

the top of these slopes, vegetation along the slopes down to the stream may potentially be11

retained. Limiting the clearing to the upper portion of the slopes will help minimize any12

potential impact to sensitive species and habitats along the stream corridor. Although13

Muddy Creek valley is home to several animal and plant species the Project as proposed14

should not impact any of protected species of concern identified by the federal and state15

16 agencies.

17

Fragmentation of Habitat Corridors - Siting Study p. 4918

The habitat in the area has already been heavily fragmented by the local road19

networks, housing growth, and farming operations, and the overall impact of the line on20

fragmenting the remaining wildlife corridors will be minimal. The valley and its21

numerous forested tributaries act as wildlife corridors that weave through a landscape that 22

has been shed of native vegetation by the spread of agriculture. As a result of the23
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prevalent farming operations across the local area, most animals arc Tunneled into these1

forested areas. As noted above, the East Proposed Route will result in the clearing of2

some forested areas that border the streams, but most stream crossings are perpendicular3

to the stream course thereby minimizing the clearing area and in many cases vegetation4

within the deeper stream valleys may be untouched due to the height of the wires.5

6

Wetlands/HQ Streams/Wild Trout/EV Resources — Siting Study pp. 33, 35. 39-407

Other natural resources addressed through the siting process include the High8

Quality (“HQ”) streams and wetland complexes located within the Study Area. The9

South Branch Muddy Creek is a large HQ-watershed that extends through most of the10

southern half of the East project area and would be impracticable to avoid. Development11

constraints associated with the town of Fawn Grove to the east and Stewartstown to the

west direct the Proposed Route for the East Project through this watershed. Efforts to13

avoid impacts to the riparian areas around the streams for both the East and West14

Purposed Routes are evident in the significant proportion of the alignment that is located15

in the agricultural fields. Where possible, the alignments were oriented to span the16

streams at perpendicular angles to further minimize tree clearing activities adjacent to the17

18 stream.

Through the siting process, the right of way has been guided predominantly into19

open areas that will not require tree clearing and can typically be crossed with temporary20

access roads that may involve minimal grading. Similarly, the alignment was guided21

away from forested areas that arc generally associated with sleeper slopes that would22

create more forest clearing and the need for grading to develop access roads. Where23
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clearing in forested stream valleys and access road grading is necessary, these activities 1

will be done in accordance with an approved soil erosion and sediment control plan that 2

will require the implementation of strategies to mitigate impacts on excessive runoff, 3

sedimentation, and erosion.4

Information on the location and extent of wetland resource were accessed during 5

the siting process with data sources such as hydric soil information, aerial imagery, and 6

the USFWS National Wetland Inventory database. This information is used during 7

development of the Study Segments, but is then further augmented through field 8

delineation of the wetlands within the right of way of the Proposed Routes for the East 9

and West Projects. Once this information is obtained, it is incorporated into the 10

engineering plans as a constraint to be avoided to the extent practicable by access roads11

and structure locations.12

Currently, that are no streams crossed by the East Proposed Route that are13

classified as Exceptional Value (“EV”) waters by water quality standards, which in turn14

would classify any adjacent wetlands as EV. However, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat15

Commission (“PFBC”) has identified several streams, including the North Branch and16

South Branch of Muddy Creek, as Wild Trout waters and any wetland identified within17

the floodplains of these streams will be considered EV wetlands as a result of this18

regulatory trigger. In addition, if specific species of concern are found to be located19

within the wetlands identified along the Proposed Route, these wetlands will also20

21

wetlands, if present, will be discussed with the Federal and State agencies with22

jurisdiction.23

)
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Invasive Species - Siting Study p. 491

Invasive species arc currently present in the project areas that have been 2

introduced to the region through numerous other vectors aside from transmission line 3

development. Most of these invasive species are constrained to the stream corridor areas 4

that have not been shed of vegetation for agricultural use. It is anticipated that most of 5

the brush clearing involved with the right of way development will be of pre-existing 6

stands of invasive shrubs. Transource PA will comply with all permit conditions applied 7

to the Project regarding right-of-way clearing, construction, and ongoing maintenance.8

9

Stormwater Runoff- Siting Study p, 8010

Through the PADEP Chapter 102 and Federal National Pollutant Discharge11

Elimination System (“NPDES”) permitting process, construction of the project will12

require development of erosion and sediment control plans designed to control13

stormwater volume and velocity, which need to be approved by the County Conservation14

Districts (“CCDs”) and PADEP. Since construction of the proposed structures is limited15

to the work pad area around the structure, most of the plan will address the right of way16

clearing and temporary access road development, which are potentially the most17'

impactful aspects of the construction stage.18

The intent of erosion and sediment control plans is to protect the water quality of19

nearby streams and wetlands during construction. The vegetative community that is20

retained within the right of way will provide this service for the long-term. This practice21

has been successfully implemented during the development of utility corridors across the22

state and the country. Although the loss of forest canopy may increase rainfall impacts23
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•I
temporarily, the root mass of the shrubs and herbaceous plants that will grow within the1

right of way will play a greater role in stabilizing the soils and diffusing water flow.2

3

Environmental Resource Studies4

As part of the ongoing permitting process for this project, Transource PA has5

coordinated with and is continuing to coordinate with the Federal and Slate agencies that6

have jurisdiction over plant and animal species of concern. Results of these coordination7

activities have defined the specific species of concern that may be located on or near the8

alignment of the Proposed Route for the East. Specific species of concern noted for the9

10 East Project included Indiana bat {Myotis sodalis), northern long-eared bat {Myotis

septentrionalis), and bog turtle {Glyptemys muhlenbergii), all of which were associated11

with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) coordination.12

In compliance with the expectations of the permitting process, Transource PA is13

conducting surveys to determine if the species, or their habitats, identified during the14

agency coordination are located in the alignment of the Proposed Routes. Mist netting15

surveys for the bat species may be conducted in the summer of 2019 for the East Project16

' although Transource PA also has the USFWS-appfoved option to clear trees during the17

winter months while the bats are hibernating.18

Following a field wetland delineation in the spring of 2018, a Phase 1 bog turtle19

habitat assessment of identified wetlands was completed along the East Route corridor,20

and the survey noted the presence of potential habitat within the corridor. As a result,21

Phase II bog turtle presence-inferred absence surveys were conducted during the 201822

bog turtle survey season for wetlands that were deemed suitable habitat, which were23
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located within or adjacent to the preliminary alignment. The phase II survey yielded no1

bog turtles. For suitable habitat areas where phase II surveys were not completed, it is2

anticipated the project will utilize USFWS approved avoidance measures, such as3

exclusionary barriers around work zones if construction work is to occur near these areas4

from March 1 to October 31. Coordination with the USFWS is on-going.5

6

On pages 32 to 34 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he discusses the7 Q.

potential impact of the project on floodplains. He specifically notes “Any kind of8

structure, such as a temporary or permanent access road or tower \located within a9

floodplain], could negatively impact the floodplain and raise the base flood10

elevation.” (Emphasis added}. Do you have a response?II

Witness Gobrecht states the Project will have potential impact on floodplains, but he12 A.

provides no analysis or evidence to support this statement.13

Information on Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”) floodplains14

was included in the environmental assessment aspect of the siting process and detailed in15

the Siting Study in Section 4.1.1, where available. Efforts were made during the siting16

process to span streams arid floodplains.in a manner that would avoid placing structures17

along floodplains or near streambanks. At this time, none of the structures for the East18

Proposed Route are located within a FEMA floodplain. Several structures associated19

with the West Proposed Route will be located in defined floodplain areas. Transmission20

line structures located within the floodplain are not uncommon as they take up a21

relatively limited space and are generally not considered an obstacle that cause changes22

in flooding such as bridges or buildings. Transource PA will work with the state23
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regulatory agency, the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, 1

(“PADEP”) to secure the proper permits for this activity.2

Avoiding floodplains will also be incorporated into the construction plans. Where 3

feasible, structures located on opposite sides of a stream will be accessed from the upland 4

side of each to remove the need to cross the stream with a temporary access road. If a 5

temporary access road in a floodplain is unavoidable, Transource PA will work with6

PADEP to secure the proper permits for this activity.7

8

During the public input hearings, several individuals stated that the Project would9 Q.

10 have a negative impact on Falling Springs Branch stream. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 746, 

11 1049-53) Please respond.

The Proposed Route for the West Project would cross a portion of Falling Springs Branch12 A.

which is a trout stream. Trout habitat is typically found in shaded stream reaches which13

provides for the cooler water temperatures preferred by trout. The Proposed Route14

crosses Falling Springs Branch in an area of predominantly low growing vegetation15

where there is limited tree canopy to shade the stream. As such, the crossing will have16

minimal impact to the stream’s trout habitat. In addition, the current structure locations17

are placed in upland areas, away from the riparian wetlands and riparian habitat18

19 associated with the stream. Transource PA will coordinate through appropriate agency

consultation regarding the proposed crossing, including input from the Pennsylvania Fish20

and Boat Commission (“PAFBC”). Furthermore, required storm water controls will be21

used during construction to mitigate potential impacts from sedimentation.22

23
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During public outreach comments were expressed concerning potential Bald EaglesQ.

2 located in proximity to the Project.

Transource PA has coordinated with USFWS and is completing any surveys required to 3 A.

address this species along with any mitigation that may need to be required. Surveys 4

completed to date are included as TPA Exhibit No. BB-4R.5

6

On page 4 of the Direct Testimony of STFC Witness Dague, he states “Transource7 Q.

should conduct field archeological surveys every 50 feet along the proposed route”.8

9 Do you have a response?

Transource PA is in consultation with the Pennsylvania Historic Museum10 Yes.A.

Commission (“PHMC”) regarding the East and West Projects. This effort included11

archeological and historic resource surveys per the requirements of the PHMC. Through

consultation with the PHMC Transource PA conducted archaeological field surveys for13

previous recorded sites and high probability areas (high probability areas for14

archaeological and historical based on PHMCs probability model and desktop review).15

The archaeological field surveys were conducted in accordance with Guidelines for16

Archaeological Investigations in Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation17

Office, Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission Revised 2017). Shovel tests18

were conducted within the survey areas in a grid pattern every 15 meters (approximately19

50-feet), except in the following areas: (1) areas with excellent ground surface visibility20

(80% or better); (2) areas with bedrock exposed or eroded at the surface; (3) highly21

sloped areas; (4) areas with obvious previous disturbance (parking lots, underground22

utilities marked, roadways, etc.); and (5) landowner refused access areas. A historic-age23
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resources survey was conducted for areas within approximately /2-mile of the preliminary1

alignments and were conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for Architectural2

Investigations in Pennsylvania (2014).3

Archaeological and historic-aged structure field surveys were completed in the4

spring and summer of 2018. The archaeological field surveys yielded no significant5

findings, and the survey report will be submitted to the PHMC in the fall of 2018. Based6

on the survey and agency correspondence, it is anticipated that there will no impacts to7

archaeological sites. The historic-age structure field survey was completed for structures8

that are 45 years old or older within approximately 1/2- mile either side of the9

preliminary alignment. The survey included 854 structures, and of these, it is anticipated10

that only one grouping of structures (located on one properly) are potentially eligible for11

the National Register of Historic Places. Additional correspondence with the PHMC will

be conducted in fall of 2018 to verify the eligibility of the structures, if the viewshed will13

be impacted, and if any mitigation measures will be necessary.14

Reports documenting the surveys will be provided to the PHMC for review upon15

16 finalization.

17

Witness Shaw and Witness Gobrccht, as well as witnesses at the public input18 Q.

hearings, have stated that the East and West Projects will result in an impact on the19

local viewshed. (See Shaw Statement No. 1, p. 7; YCYC Statement No. 1, pp. 30-31)20

21 Please respond.

The Proposed Routes would require development of a new right-of-way, which would22 A.

result in new visual impacts to the surrounding land owners and communities near the23
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line. Whenever practicable, parcel boundaries and field edges were selected for siting the1

line in areas where existing transmission lines were not available or where parcel2

boundaries were deemed more favorable. Where possible, the Siting Team sought to3

align the route farther from areas of high visibility, such as along scenic roadways. The4

Proposed Route cannot avoid spanning the main roads that crisscross the Project Study5

Area and across agricultural viewsheds which dominate the area.6

As it relates to utilities and their visual impact to the overall aesthetics of the area,7

it should be noted that existing transmission lines are present on both the East and West8

Projects. As such, the addition of the Proposed Routes would not dramatically alter the9

character of the broader area, which at this time is crossed by several existing10

11 transmission lines.

To provide an example of the visual character of the Project, Transource PA has12

completed visual simulations along both alignments depicting the transmission line set13.

against the local landscape. Transource PA selected those areas with viewshed sensitivities14

tied to cultural significance, agritourism, public facilities and these are included as TPA15

16 Exhibit No. BB-5R.

17

AGRICULTURAL IMPACT REVIEW18

On page 8 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he states “the proposed19 Q

Transmission Line will cause various negative impacts including fragmentation of20

agricultural land, encroachment on Preserved Farms and Conservation Easements,21

limitations on tree Farms and orchards, degradation of high quality soils and crop22
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production, obstacles to crop production in farm fields, and limitations of expansion

2 of farm buildings/opcrations. How did the Company mitigate these impacts?

Witness Gobrecht stales the Project will have various negative impacts on agricultural

lands in York County, but he provides no analysis or evidence to support this statement.4

As noted above, the alignments of most segments identified in the Study Area5

cross agricultural land due to the fact that it is the dominant land use type. Since it is also6

an expectation of the siting analysis to minimize impacts to the natural and human/built7

8 environments, minimizing impacts to the operations of agricultural land areas is a

9 consideration when identifying reasonable and practicable alternatives.

10 During the siting process, efforts were made to decrease fragmentation of crop

11 fields by aligning segments with property boundaries, access roads, and field edges where

12 feasible. In situations where alignments would cross through more central areas of the

13 crop fields, efforts were made to position potential structure locations at the edges of

fields when possible. During the open house meetings that were held, landowners were14

15 asked to provide information on their property such as the location of pasture fields

16 versus crop fields, rocky areas that were not farmed, and spring and well sites to help

define an alignment across their land that would be more compatible with their farming17

operations. Throughout the process, efforts were made to keep the alignments away from18

farm houses and outbuilding complexes with the intent to avoid limiting the potential for19

20 a landowner to expand these facilities in the future. Information about planned expansion

was provided by some landowners and was used to define alternative alignments across21

22 the land in some cases. Specific requirements associated with tree farms and orchards

23 were also addressed through Transource’s discussions with landowners. These
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discussions included options to follow field lines and the potential to design the structures

to be taller to allow the continued use of the lands as orchards. As part of the public2

coordination process over 150 alignment shifts were made on the East and West Projects3

4 to address landowner input and comment.

The effect of the project on farms conserved through the county/slate agricultural5

conservation easement program was thoroughly evaluated during the siting process.6

Meetings were held with Slate and County officials to review the policies and language7

written into these easement agreements. The easements include language that permits8

public utility corridors to be constructed across the conserved lands because these utilities9

are not considered “development” of the land and do not remove the ability of the land to10

11 be used for farming. Even with the easement language allowing for the construction of

public utilities, efforts were made to minimize the potential impacts to conserved farm

lands when they are crossed as described earlier. However, given the extent of conserved13

14 farms in the Study Area, the East and West Projects will cross some properties that are

15 preserved under the agricultural conservation easement program. It should be further

16 noted, that the Proposed Routes for the East (Route C) and the West (Route E) Projects

crosses the least number of acres of conserved farm lands relative to the other alternative"17

18 route options evaluated.

Coordination with the landowners along the Proposed Routes has focused on the19

alignment of the transmission line, structure locations, and access road needs, with the20

intent of minimizing impacts to the land and the farming operations. Transource PA will21

continue to work with these landowners to update and modify existing conservation22

plans, if required, for areas of their property that are affected by the transmission line.23
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I
On pages 14 through 16 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he discusses1 Q.

the potential impact of the project on the prime farmland soils that are located2

along most of the alignment of the Proposed Route. Specific aspects discussed3

include “Access/maintenance roads, both temporary and permanent, and tower4

structures would be placed over these soils, resulting in disturbed or inaccessible5

soils” and “soil compaction from construction of the transmission line.” How will6

the Company mitigate these impacts?7

Witness Gobrecht states the Project will have impact on prime farmland soils, but heS A.

provides no analysis or evidence to support this statement.9

One of the measures taken by Transource PA to minimize the impact of the10

proposed structures is to use steel monopoles for the project, where practicable, instead of11

the lattice tower design. The footprint of the monopoles will be considerably smaller12

(approximately 30-80 square feet) than the lattice towers (400 square feet) and results in a13

much smaller area of land of impact. Assuming maximum case scenarios, with an14

average of 10 foot by 10 foot area (100 square foot) per monopole, the physical loss of15

prime farmland soils for the East Proposed Route (90 structures) would equate to16

approximately 0.20 acres along the 15.8 mile long alignment. For the West Proposed17

Route (190 structures) would equate to approximately 0.44 acre along the 28.8 mile18

alignment. When compared with' the level of residential and commercial development19

that has been approved in both counties these total impacts can be considered de minimis.20

In terms of access, Transource PA does not plan to maintain any of the access21

roads across farm fields as permanent roads after construction. Measures to minimize22

compaction will be discussed and agreed upon with landowners and representatives of the23
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conservation district. Transourcc PA will work with the landowner post-construction to 1

restore the productivity of these areas by cither replacing the topsoil or implementing de2

compaction processes. This is discussed Section 4.4.1 of Siting Study.3

4

On pages 30 through 32 in Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he discusses the 5 Q-

potential impact of the project on agritourism and the viewshed. He specifically 6

notes “constructing a new set of transmission lines through this area of the county7

would have a negative effect on both agritourism and scenic viewsheds.” Do you8

9 have a response?

Witness Gobrechl states the Project will have potential impact on agritourism and the10 A.

viewshed, but he provides no analysis or evidence to support this statement. (See TPA11

Exhibit No. BB-6R, which is a copy of YCPC’s response to TPA-YCPC Set I, Question

13 4)

Development of the East Proposed Route will change the viewshed of the14

immediate area near the line, however due to the rolling landscape, and many small15

intersecting forested valleys, the route will be less evident with distance. The change in16

the viewshed may be more evident to the local inhabitants who have the historic vision of17

the landscape prior to the project. However, in regards to utilities and their potential18

visual impact to the an area, it should be noted that existing transmission lines are present19

in proximity to the East Proposed Route and surrounding the Conastone Substation,20

including a 500 kV line located immediately south of the substation traveling to the east21

and west. As such, the addition of the Project would not dramatically alter the character22
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of the broader landscape, which at this time consists of an array of existing electric 

2 transmission line infrastructure.

3 Additionally, there are many examples to show of nurseries, farm markets, and 

pick-your-own orchards including Distinctive Gardens Nursery and Highland Orchards in4

West Chester, PA, Solebury Orchards in New Hope, PA, and Kohler Farms in Ambler,5

PA that are bordered and even crossed by transmission lines and/or gas pipelines that 6

7 have successfully been in business for decades.

8

9 On page 7 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Shaw, he describes concern that hisQ-

orchard would be negatively impacted. Do you have a response?10

From the orchard area, three structures will be visible that parallel the southern edge of11 A.

the property before heading west or south and out of view from the orchard. As noted in12

the rebuttal to Witness Gobrecht above, there are many examples to show of nurseries,13

farm markets, and pick-your-own orchards including Distinctive Gardens Nursery and14

Highland Orchards in West Chester, PA, Solebury Orchards in New Hope, PA, and15

Kohler Farms in Ambler, PA that are bordered and even crossed by transmission lines16

and/or gas pipelines that have successfully been in business for decades.17

18

On page 9 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Shaw, he describes the potential19 Q

20 health and food safety impact on his orchard by the birds that may sit on the wires

of the proposed power line. As support to his claim, he has provided a letter from21

the Maryland Department of Agriculture (“MDA”) that concludes “it is not22

advisable to site power lines over Fields of produce.” Do you have a response?23
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The proposed transmission line has been sited to border the edge of the orchard at a1 A.

location where half of the wires will hang over a crop field (com) of an adjacent parcel 2

and half would hang over some rows of fruit trees for a distance of approximately 1,380 3

feet. Effort has been made to minimize the length of alignment running parallel and 4

adjacent to the Shaw Orchard working within the limits of the surrounding environmental 5

and human/built constraints. Again, as noted previously there are many examples to 6

show of nurseries, farm markets, and pick-your-own orchards that are bordered and even7

crossed by transmission lines and gas pipelines.8

9

On page 10 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Shaw, he describes the potential10 Q.

impact the proposed power line will have on his ability to use helicopters to sprayII

the orchard and his ability to use drones to monitor the condition of the trees. Do12

13 you have a response?

As described above, the power line would border the southern edge of the orchard, which14 A.

is approximately 180 acres in size. Most of the property would still be accessible to the15

use of helicopters for spraying and drones for monitoring the orchard. Based on a safe16

flying distance of 500 feet from the power line, a very limited area of the orchard would17

require manual spraying of the area of trees and produce that could not be reached by the18

19 helicopter process.

In regards to drones, use of these devices under the right of way will be prohibited20

and limit the ability to view the fruit trees in this specific area but not affect the ability to21

assess the majority of the remaining orchard area.22

23
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ZONING AND REGULATION COMPATIBILITY

On pages 2 through 6 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobrecht, he reviews theQ.2

contents of the York County’ Comprehensive Plan. Are you aware of this document3

and its contents?4

Yes. As noted in the East Project Siting Study, this document was reviewed as part of the5 A.

siting analysis. The York County Comprehensive Plan (“YCCP”) was prepared by the6

York County Planning Department to “guide further growth and development in the7

County, as well as protect its important natural resources.” Components of the YCCP8

include documents that describe the existing natural and social resources and a variety of9

sub-plans that provide guidance on how to preserve the natural resources and guide the10

social development. All of these documents were reviewed as part of the siting process11

and the development of a transmission line utility corridor is not discussed as a potential

deficit to any specific component of the YCCP or to the long-term condition of the13

county. Information obtained from the YCCP on planned development areas was used in14

the evaluation of the Study Area and development of Study Segments. This is discussed15

in Section 5.2.7 of Siting Study.16

17

On pages 36 through 38 of the Direct Testimony of Witness Gobreeht, he discusses18 Q.

why Transource PA should not be allowed a Zoning Exemption. He specifically19

notes “Looking at the substation building diagram in Transource’s Petition for a20

zoning exception and the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) prime21

agricultural soils layer, it appears that a portion of the structure and its related22

23
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County Planning Commission believes that Transource should NOT be exempt

from any local zoning ordinances.” Do you have a response?2

Witness Gobrecht references Lower Chanceford Township Zoning ordinance Section3 A.

298(e) (1), (2) and (3) for denying the zoning petition. However, it should first be noted4

that the referenced Lower Chanceford ordinance pertains to single family dwellings, not5

public utility buildings and facilities. Second, the Lower Chanceford Zoning Ordinance6

includes a specific section for public utility buildings - Section 375 Public Utility7

Buildings that does not reference any requirements related to prime agricultural soils. In8

fact, the opening sentence of Section 375 notes that “Public utility buildings and facilities9

shall be approved in any district...”10

Furthermore, the zoning petition provided to the Commission is to obtain an11

exemption for the construction of the electrical control equipment enclosure, not the12

access road or the substation in its entirety. The electrical control equipment enclosure is13

approximately 60ft x 16ft in size and will be used to keep the electronic control14

equipment from exposure to the elements. This structure is suggested to be located in an15

area where the underlying soil is classified by bTRCS as Glenleg channery loam, 3-8%16

slopes (GbB), which is a prime farmland soil. The anticipated impact of the control17

equipment building at approximately (960 square feet) is less than the area of prime18

agricultural land that is considered minor (6,500 square feet) even in comparison to the19

single family dwelling ordinance per Section 298(e) (2). Based on this analysis, the20

structure size is below the threshold of the township zoning ordinance regardless of the21

petition to the PUC.22

23
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On page 14 of the Direct Testimony of OCA Witness Rubin he states that “Act 451 Q.

amends the Eminent Domain Code to provide special protection to land that is2

subject to agricultural conservation easements.” He explains “the term3

“environmental effects” refers to the definition of “open space benefits” in the Act”,4

which includes eight (8) open space related factors. Did you consider these 8 open5

space related factors in your analysis?6

Yes. As noted above and will become evident in the following discussions, all of the7 A.

items that are considered “open space benefits” and more were incorporated into the8

siting process and used to determine the Proposed Routes for the East and West Projects.9

In response to these specific items, I note the following:10

(1) the protection and conservation of water resources and watersheds, byII

appropriate means, including, but not limited to, preserving the natural cover,12

preventing floods and soil erosion, protecting water quality and replenishing13

surface and ground water supplies;14

o As part of the construction of both Projects further permits must be acquired15

that address the protection of these resources. Through the PADEP Chapter16

102 and Federal NPDES permitting process, construction of the Project will17

require development of erosion and sediment control plans designed to control18

stormwater volume and velocity, which need to be approved by the CCD and19

PADEP. Key elements to this process include the preservation of natural20

cover, flood and soil erosion prevention, protection of the local water quality,21

and replenishment of surface and ground water supplies. The erosion and22

sediment control plans will be implemented throughout the construction phase23
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of the Project during which access roads may be graded and structure foolers

installed. Due to the minimal impervious surfaces involved in the Project,2

stormwater control features such as basins will not be required for the long-3

term maintenance of the transmission line corridor.4

(2) the protection and conservation of forests and land being used to produce timber5

6 crops;

o Transource PA carefully considered the potential effects of the Project on7

the natural environment and sought to identify Study Segments that8

minimized forest clearing. Alignments that zig-zag across the landscape to9

avoid forests, streams, and wetlands may be impractical and increase the10

potential for viewshed concerns and account for a larger disturbance on the11

landscape since longer lines lead to more earth disturbance and may12

ultimately cross by and through more resources. Note that the Proposed13

Routes for the East (Route C) and the West (Route E) Projects impact the14

fewest acres of forest relative to the alternative route options evaluated.15

(3) the protection and conservation of farmland;16

o The effect of the project on farms conserved through the county/state17

agricultural conservation easement program was thoroughly evaluated during18

the siting process. Where alignments extend through these farms, and all19

farms in general, efforts were made to decrease fragmentation of crop fields20

by aligning the route with property boundaries, access roads, and field edges21

where feasible. The vast majority of land crossed by the Proposed Route will22
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still be suitable for agricultural production, as is the case across the country1

where transmission lines and agricultural operations coexist.2

o Given the extent of conserved farms in the Study Area, the East and West3

Projects will cross some properties that are preserved under the agricultural4

Coordination with the landowners on5 conservation easement program.

construction activities, access roads, and structure locations will further6

minimize the short and long-term effect of the Project on the ability of these7

landowners to functionally use the land.8

(4) the protection of existing or planned park, recreation or conservation sites;9

o No existing or planned park, recreation or conservation sites (e.g. local land10

trusts, local conservancies, or Natural Lands Trust) are crossed by the Project.11

(5) the protection and conservation of natural or scenic resources, including, but not12

limited to, soils, beaches, streams, flood plains, steep slopes or marshes;13

o As previously discussed above for OCA Witness Rubin, Transource PA has14

undertaken an extensive effort to identify those public natural resources15

present within the Study Area, including prime soils, streams, floodplains,16

wetlands, and potential critical habitat areas, and has developed alternatives17

that avoid or minimize impacts to these resources as much as practicable.18

(6) the protection of scenic areas for public visual enjoyment from public rights of19

20 way;

o Transource PA feels that transmission line corridors are a common element in21

the landscape and that the presence of these features does not diminish the22

scenic aspects of an area for visual enjoyment from public rights of way.23
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o In regards to utilities and their potential visual impact to the an area, it should1

be noted that existing transmission lines are present in proximity to the East2

Proposed Route and surrounding the Conastone Substation, including a 500 3

kV line located immediately south of the substation traveling to the east and 4

west. As such, the addition of the Project would not dramatically alter the 5

character of the landscape, which at this lime consists of existing electric 6

transmission line infrastructure.7

(7) the preservation of sites of historic, geologic or botanic interest, and8

o The Project does not cross any listed historic, geologic, or botanical sites.9

(8) the promotion of sound, cohesive and efficient land development by preserving10

open spaces between communities.11

o The preserved farmland traversed by the Project is already open space and12

therefore the siting of a transmission line will not have an impact on the13

sound, cohesive, and efficient land development. The presence of a utility14

will not deter the continued use and preservation of.these lands.15

16 Does this conclude your testimony?Q.

Yes, this concludes my rebuttal testimony.17 A. '
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TPA Exhibit No. BB-1R

Witness: Phil O. Penny

Q.2

A. 2

i

The existing easements owned by PPL Electric do not allow for 
Trahsource PA to locate any part of the proposed IEC project In the 
PPL Electric’s Otter Creek to Conastone right of way.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation 
Response to Interrogatories of 

TRANSOURCE PA, Set I 
Dated October 2, 2018

Docket Nos, A-2017-2640195 and A-2017-2640200

Do the existing easements owned by PPL Electric allow for 
Transource PA to locate any part of the proposed Furnace Run- 
Conastone portion of the ICE. Project in the PPL Electric's Otter Creek 
to Conastone right of way? If yes, please describe in detail all the 
requirements and conditions necessary for Transource PA to locate its 
facilities in PPL Electric's right-of-way, Including any need for 
expanding the existing right-of-way and any new right-of-way that may 

be necessary,
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Witness: Pliil O. Penny

Q.6

A.6 The existing easements owned by PPL Electric do not allow for 
Transource PA to locate any part of the proposed IEC project in the 
PPL Electric's Graceton-Manor right-of-way.

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation 
Response to Interrogatories of 

TRANSOURCE PA, Set I 
Dated October 2, 2018

Docket Nos. A-2017-2640195 and A-2017-2640200

Do the existing easements owned by PPL Electric allow for 
Transource PA to locate any part of the proposed Furnace Run- 
Conastone portion of the ICE Project in PPL Electric’s Graceton- 
Manor right-of-way? If yes, please describe in detail all the 
requirements and conditions necessary for Transource PA to locate its 
facilities in PPL Electric's right-of-way, Including any need for 
expanding the existing right-of-way and any new right-of-way that may 

be necessary.
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TR^niSOURCE. ICE.
Furnace Run-Conastone 230 kV Project

Summary of Parallel Alignments Considered for the IEC East Project

MANOR-GRACETON 230 KV REVIEW

>
1

Development of the Study Segments for the Independence Energy Connection (IEC) 

EAST Siting Study initially focused on any potential conceptual alignments that could parallel 

existing infrastructure located within the Project Study Area. Two potential parallel paths were 

identified and evaluated in the study, one along the Manor-Graceton 230 kV line (east side of 

the study area) and the other along the Otter Creek-Conastone 230 kV line (west side of the 

study area).

Options to parallel the Manor-Graceton 230 kV line involved paralleling the Three Mile 

Island-Peach Bottom 500 kV line east for 2.5 miles to the intersection with the Manor-Graceton 

line, turning southeast for 9 miles adjacent to this line to the Graceton Substation in Maryland, 

and then turning west for 8 miles to the Conestone Substation (total 19.5 miles, Map Set 1). 

Along the approximately 19.5-mile extent from the Furnace Run Substation through Graceton 

Substation terminating at the Conastone Substation, there are 70 residential and 113 out

building structures within 600 feet of the north/west side of the existing transmission center 

line, with numerous others located in close proximity, but outside this 600 foot corridor (Table 

1). Along the south/east side of the Manor-Graceton 230 kV transmission line there was more 

development, 97 residential and 91 out-building structures, and any alignment along the east 

side of the Manor-Graceton 230 kV line would also require multiple crossings of the existing 

line which were avoided to the extent practicable to avoid outage concerns, exceptionally tall 

structures, and long term operations and maintenance issues.

Wherever residential development was adjacent to the existing line the route would 

need to divert away from a parallel alignment along the existing 230 kV line and bypass around 

the area, resulting in alignments that were: typically longer and closer to homes; resulted in 

residential development falling between transmission lines in close proximity to one another, 

and; had frequent turns and heavy angles resulting in complex construction requirements and 

greater potential for environmental impacts during construction. Ultimately a parallel 

alignment along the Manor-Graceton line was not considered practicable due to its added 

length and the presence of significant residential and out-building structures (e.g., barns, 

garages, sheds) located adjacent to the line at various junctures that prevented a reasonable 

parallel alignment. Specific road crossing areas were identified as particularly problematic due 

to the existing development, including Delta Road, W. Telegraph Road, Woodbine Road, 

Powerline Road, Bryansville Road, Whiteford Road, Graceton Road, Fawn Grove Road, and 

Norrisville Road.

i
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Revision Date: November 25, 2018

IEC Project

Environmental Report Summary Table

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission

Complete 

Pending Submission 

. Pending Submission 

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission 

Pending Submission

Submitted

Status

Complete 

Submitted

Report Name________________________

Rice to Ringgold Wetland Delineation Report

Rice to Ringgold Lance-leaved Buckthorn Report

Rice to Ringgold Northeastern Bulrush Survey Report 

Rice to Ringgold Bat Mist Netting Report 

Rice to Ringgold Eastern Spadefoot Toad Consultation Report 

Rice to Ringgold Archaeological Survey Report 

Rice to Ringgold Historic Age Resources Survey Report 

Rice to Ringgold Bald Eagle Nest Report

Rice to Ringgold US Fish and Wildlife Service Concurrence Request 

Rice to Ringgold PA Fish and Boat Commission Concurrence Request 

Furnace Run to Conastone Wetland Delineation Report 

Furnace Run to Conastone Bog Turtle Report

Furnace Run to Conastone Archaeological Survey Report 

Furnace Run to Conastone Historic Age Resources Survey Report

Furnace Run to Conastone US Fish and Wildlife Service Concurrence Request
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East Site 146SR

A

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 146SR
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East Site 7SR
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 9SR-1

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 9SR-1
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East Site 9SR-2
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 9SR-2
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East Site 11 SR
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 11SR-1

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 11 SR-1
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 61
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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East Site 61
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West Site 7SR-1

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 7aSR-l
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 9AL

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 9BL
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 9BL
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 9L-1

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 9L-2
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 10SR

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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West Site 13L

Visual simulations are based on the level of design available at this time. Moderate changes in structure height and

location may occur following subsequent engineering and design refinements and minor modifications of the alignment.
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4.

PROVIDED BY: Wade Gobrecht

DATE: October 22, 2018

YORK COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION’S RESPONSES TO TRANSOURCE
PENNSYLVANIA, LLC’S INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF

DOCUMENTS, SET I

Re YCPC Statement No. 1, page 31. Please provide all studies used to support the assertion 
that electric transmission lines impact agritourism.

RESPONSE: Mr. Gobrecht relied upon testimony in these proceedings to support his testimony. 
For example, Barren Shaw, owner of Shaw Orchards, testified regarding his 
concerns with the potential high voltage transmission line running across his 
property. According to this testimony, almost half of his direct-to-consumer sales 
were from pick-your-own. He said people visit his farm because they are looking 
for a scenic and safe outdoor activity and to buy healthy fruit and vegetables. He 
states that a large portion of the population has concerns regarding the health effects 
of high voltage lines. This is an issue about customer perception. If customers 
think its dangerous or unhealthy, it will impact agrotourism, either from people 
refusing to pick near transmission lines or because they do not want food that is 
grown near transmission lines.

TPA Exhibit No. BB-6R 
Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subchapter G, 

for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the
Independence Energy Connection-East Project in Portions of York County, Pennsylvania; 

Docket No. A-2017-2640195

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC Filed Pursuant to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 57, Subchapter G, 
for Approval of the Siting and Construction of the 230 kV Transmission Line Associated with the 
Independence Energy Connection - West Project in Portions of Franklin County, Pennsylvania; 

Docket No. A-2017-2640200



Docket No. P-2018-3001878

Docket No. P-2018-3001883

Docket No. A-2018-3001881, et al.

TRANSOURCE PENNSYLVANIA, LLC

REJOINDER TESTIMONY OF

BARRY A. BAKER

Date: February 11,2019

I8303234vI

Docket No. A-2017-2640195 
Docket No. A-2017-2640200

Application of Transource Pennsylvania. LLC 
for approval of the Siting and Construction of 

the 230 kV Transmission Lines Associated 
with the Independence Energy Connection - 
East and West Projects in portions of Franklin 

and York Counties, Pennsylvania

Petition of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 

finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment al the Rice Substation in Franklin 
County. Pennsylvania is reasonably necessary 
for the convenience or welfare of the public

BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Petition of Transource Pennsylvania. LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Furnace Run Substation in 
York County, Pennsylvania is reasonably 
necessary for the convenience or welfare of the 
public

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval to acquire a certain portion of the 
lands of various landowners in York and 
Franklin Counties, Pennsylvania for the siting 
and construction of the 230 kV Transmission 
Lines associated with the Independence Energy 
Connection - East and West Projects as 
necessary or proper for the service, 
accommodation, convenience or safety of the 
public

STATEMENT NO. 4-RJ



Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is Barry Alan Baker. My business address is 625 West Ridge Pike, Suite E-2 A.

100, Conshohocken. PA 19428.3

4

By whom are you employed and in what capacity?5 Q.

1 am employed by AECOM as an Associate Vice-President and Department Manager for6 A.

the Natural Resources Department and also serve as a Technical Lead in the AECOM7

U.S. Transmission & Distribution and Impact Assessment & Permitting practices.8

9

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?10 Q.

Yes. On December 22, 2017, I submitted direct testimony, Transource Pennsylvania,11 A.

LLC (“Transource PA” or the “Company”) Independence Energy Connection - East12

Project Statement No. 4 and Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - West13

Project Statement No. 4. Also on November 27, 2018 I submitted rebuttal testimony,14

Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - East Project Statement No. 4R and15

Transource PA Independence Energy Connection - West Project Statement No. 4R.16

17

Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rejoinder testimony?18 Q.

19 No.A.

20

What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?21 Q.

I am submitting rejoinder testimony in response to certain contentions and statements22 A.

made in the surrcbuttal testimony of Wade Gobrecht. Associate Director on behalf of23

1
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York County Planning Commission (“YCPC”) (“YCPC Witness Gobrccht”), Barron

Shaw on behalf of Barron Shaw & Shaw Orchards ("Witness Shaw"), and Dolores Krick 2

on behalf of Citizens of Stop Transource York County (“Citizens") (“Citizens Witness3

Krick”). My rejoinder testimony provides responses to other parties* claims in their 4

surrebuttal testimony regarding agritourism, farming and preserved farmland.5

government and landowner engagement, viewsheds, and zoning.6

7

Citizens witness Krick states that a project that crosses significant acres of8 Q.

preserved farmland should not be considered or approved (Citizens St. No. I, p. 2).9

10 Do you agree?

No. The crossing of preserved farmland should not be a reason to deny approval of theII A.

project for several reasons. First, transmission lines and agricultural land uses are not12

incompatible land uses. Farming can continue underneath the transmission lines (with13

approximately 0.08 acre right of way removed from agricultural production) for most14

crops on preserved farmland. As further discussed in the testimony of Witness Herzog,15

many of the national standards for transmission line design are specifically in place to16

ensure that typical farm machinery can continue to operate in the vicinity of and under17

18

Project specifically allow for the development of utility lines. Lastly, the Proposed19

Routes cross the fewest acres of preserved farmland of the alternatives considered and20

Transource is working actively with landowners to minimize potential impacts. As such21

22 development of the Project is consistent with the easement requirements and should not

23 be denied on these grounds.

2
18303234vI
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Citizens witness Krick also states that the Project should be built in an area whereQ.

agriculture is not the dominant land use type, particularly if there arc preserved2

3 farmlands (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 6). Do you agree?

No. I do not agree. The overall location of the Independence Energy Connection - East4 A.

Project within southeastern Pennsylvania, is in a geographical location of the state where 5

farming is a predominant land use type. Shifting the location of the project slightly east 6

or west of the current area will not eliminate this land use type or the fact that preserved 7

farmland is unavoidable with siting linear infrastructure in this region. Agriculture and8

9 transmission line are not inconsistent land uses.

10

II Citizens witness Krick states that regardless of the efforts to minimize impacts,Q.

12 public natural resources and the natural and social environment in York Count)'

13 would still be significantly and adversely affected (Citizens St. 1, p. 2-3). Do you

14 agree with witness Krick?

15 No. I do not agree and witness Krick supplies no evidence to support her statement. NoA.

16 infrastructure project can avoid all impacts associated with the natural and social

17 environment. Transource PA’s Siting Studies included a comprehensive quantitative and

IX qualitative analysis of potential impacts to the social landscape, the natural environment

19 and cultural resources, and potential engineering considerations to select an alignment

20 that minimized these potential impacts. As a result, the selected Proposed Route crosses

21 the least number of landowners; has the fewest residences in close proximity; spans the

22 fewest streams and wetlands; and has the least amount of tree clearing. Furthermore, all

23 required environmental surveys are either in progress or have been completed. The

3
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Project will be permitted and constructed in compliance with the federal, state, and local

regulatory requirements that are specifically designed to avoid and minimize these types2

of impacts from infrastructure projects.3

4

Citizens witness Krick states that Transource PA does not specifically state how5 Q.

county and municipal leader input was incorporated into the process (Citizens St.6

No. 1, p. 3). Please respond.7

The Siting Study detailed all the meetings, calls, and/or consultations completed with8 A.

county and municipal entities, including authorities from York County. Any siting9

relevant information gained from these contacts was incorporated into the siting process.10

For example on the I EC West Project, information on pending development plans was11

identified by county/local agencies and Transource digitized this information into our12

database of known constraints so it was available for assessment through the siting13

process. As such, this type of useful information from county and municipal leaders was14

accounted for and included in the process.15

16

Witness Krick states that the efforts to minimize or mitigate impacts with respect to17 Q.

Muddy Creek do not meet Transource PA’s burden of proof that the project is in18

the public interest (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 4). Do you have a response?19

I disagree with her conclusion. Transource PA has demonstrated that it has significantly20 A.

reduced potential impacts on Muddy Creek by selecting a crossing point with limited21

clearing requirements and no direct impacts to the stream. The proposed crossing22

location uses an existing open field on the north-side with minimal forest clearing on the23

4
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south-side and its selection eliminated options that would have involved more forest 

clearing or greater potential for construction impacts to the stream itself.2

Lastly, once the project is approved, the crossing of Muddy Creek will be further 3

reviewed and construction measures approved through the normal permitting process that 4

will ensure that potential impacts arc minimized or mitigated to a level that will not 5

adversely impact the stream.6

7

Q. Citizens witness Krick states that the Project will adversely impact the local8

9 viewshed regardless of Transource PA's attempt to align the route farther from

10 areas of high visibility (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 4-5). Do you agree?

11 No, I do not agree. While the presence of a new transmission line on the localizedA.

12 landscape cannot be entirely avoided. Transource has actively considered this and sought

to minimize potential impacts where practicable. The topography of York County13

14 consists of rolling forested hills, which can aid in limiting the potential for long views of

15 the line from distance or for long stretches while traveling in or through the area. Hills

16 and valleys allow for the view of the line to be more often obstructed, with only portions

of the line viewable from certain vantages.17

18 The level of impact inherently relates to the existing state of the area as well. As

19 described in my previous testimony, existing transmission lines already traverse the

20 landscape in this area as evidenced by the 230 kV Otter Creek - Conastone and Manor -

21 Graceton transmission lines as w'ell as the 500 kV Three Mile Island - Beach Bottom

22 line. The landscape in the area is not entirely devoid of existing infrastructure such that

5
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the addition of a new electric transmission line would not be a significant alteration of (he1

2 landscape.

3

4 Witness Krick further states that monopoles will still have a significant impact onQ.

5 farmland (Citizens St. No. I, p. 6). Please respond.

The opposite is true. Transource has modified the design of the structures from the6 A.

originally planned lattice lower to a monopole design to further reduce impacts on7

farmland. Assuming a maximum case scenario, with an average of 10 foot by 10 foot8

area (100 square foot) per monopole, the physical loss of farmland for the East Proposed9

Route (90 structures) would equate to approximately 0.20 acres along the entire 15.8 mile10

11 long alignment (for Pennsylvania and Maryland). This impact is less than the

12 development of one 0.5 acre single residence, which is common in this area.

13

14 Citizens Witness Krick states that the presence of another transmission line willQ.

15 impact agritourism (Citizens St. No. 1, p. 8). Do you agree?

16 No. The siting process took into account the location of specific commercial agritourismA.

17

18 practicable, alignments were oriented away from the primary tourism areas at these

19 operations, furthermore, as detailed in my Rebuttal Testimony Statement No. 4-R. there

20 are agritourism businesses with pipelines and 500 kV electric transmission lines

21 traversing them where the public still demonstrates their willingness to visit these

22 businesses, regardless of the fact they contain utility infrastructure.

23

6
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YCPC witness Grobrecht states that when Transourcc met with staff prior toQ.

announcing the Project, YCPC raised several concerns including topography,2

natural and environmental areas and resources including prime agricultural land,3

high quality streams, and wild trout streams, and a high concentration of4

conservation easements (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 3). Do you recall this meeting and5

do you have a response?6

Yes. I recall several beneficial meetings with YCPC to discuss the Project. Transource7 A.

initially held a conference call on February 15, 2017 with the Director of YCPC and then8

attended meetings with the YCPC on March 9, 2017, April 11, 2017 and August 9. 20179

with the Director in attendance at the last two meetings. The YCPC did identify areas of10

concern and made Transource PA aware of these potential constraints within the overall11

Study Area. These areas were further reviewed and considered in order to assess, and12

where practicable, minimize impacts to these land uses. The presence of these13

constraints, which are unavoidable in some instances (e.g. Muddy Creek), do not in and14

of themselves cause a fatal flaw for the Project, but rather are concerns to be identified.15

minimized where possible, and permitted by the governing authority to ensure the16

17 appropriate best management practices are applied.

18

19 YCPC witness Gobrecht states that the impact assessments are conservative andQ.

20 offers a review of impacts (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 4). Please respond.

21 1 do not agree with Witness Gobrecht's summary of impacts. While Witness GobrechtA.

22 did utilize the appropriate 130 foot right-of-way, his impact review incorrectly assumes

that any feature and/or land use crossed by the ROW will be impacted. In reality, the23

7
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vast majority of the land uses will not impacted because these features will simply be1

spanned (i.e. no impact on the ground). Moreover, Mr. Gobrechl’s analysis fails to make2

any comparison with other alternatives, which is what is required in a siting study.3

4

YCPC Witness Gobrecht further states that stormwater runoff along steep-sided5 Q.

creek valleys is a concern and that Transource PA would be clearing riparian trees6

and replacing them with something less adequate (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 5). Do you7

8 agree?

Riparian tree canopy is not the only stormwater management treatment measure for steep9 A.

slopes nor is it always the best. I do agree that “the stormwater ordinance should manage10

and treat stormwater on-site and there should be no increase in runoff."’ The applicable11

state permitting requirements will address and mitigate potential stormwater concerns and12

Transource will ensure appropriate steep slope vegetation that meets this requirements.13

14

Witness Gobrecht also states that monopoles can still act as an obstacle during a15 Q.

Hood and that it appears that the right-of-way crossing at Alum Rock Run may16

have structures within the 100 year floodplain (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 6). Do you17

18 have a response?

As noted in my previous rebuttal testimony and acknowledged by witness Gobrecht, the19 A.

current alignment does not place any monopoles within the 100 year floodplain.20

21 including Alum Rock Run.

8
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YCPC witness Gobrccht states that aligning the transmission line along property1 Q.

boundaries may not minimize any impact and that future farming operations need2

flexibility to continue their operations (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, pp. 7-8). Please respond.3

Transource took into account field breaks, not just parcel lines, during the siting process.4 A.

During the siting effort and engagement with the public, Transource worked with5

landowners to understand any known plans to expand farming operations that included6

buildings and worked to minimize impact where practicable.7

8

9 Q. Witness Gobrecht states that Transource PA did not account for the Muddy Creek

10 Focus Area as it pertains to the existing or planned park, recreation or conservation

11 sites (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, p. 10). Please respond.

12 Transource accounted for known parks and recreation areas in the siting process.A.

13 Moreover, it is not unusual for park and recreation areas to be crossed by transmission

14 lines. Our crossing location of the Muddy Creek would not impact the recreational use of 

15 this resource for activities such as canoeing, kayaking or fishing.

16

17 Q. Witness Gobrecht states that the Lower Chanceford Zoning Ordinance addresses

18 public utility buildings in agricultural or conservation zoning districts and that the

19 building size is irrelevant because the building will not be isolated from other areas

20 of prime agricultural land (YCPC St. No. 1-SR, pp. 12-13). Please respond.

21 A. The version of the Zoning Ordinance (Section 375 Public Utility Buildings) that witness

22 Gobrecht refers to in his surrebuttal testimony was adopted by Lower Chanceford

23 Township on August 7, 2018 and was not available for consideration or applicable when

9
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the Zoning Petition for the Control Equipment at the Furnace Run Substation was1

submitted to the Commission on May 15, 2018. The changes in the zoning language2

made in August 2018 requires that "'all public utility buildings must be located on land of3

low quality for agricultural use as defined in Section 298 (e) (1), (2) and (3) of this4

ordinance''. The addition of this language soon after the submission of the Zoning5

Petition appears to have been conducted as a response to the submission and intended to6

limit the development of the substation. The Lower Chanceford Zoning Ordinance that7

was obtained in August 2016 (adopted February 5, 2016) is relevant to the Zoning8

Petition and did not have this restriction. As I stated in my rebuttal. Section 375 in the9

10 2016 Zoning Ordinance '"does not reference any requirements related to prime

11 agricultural soils. In fact, the opening sentence of Section 375 notes that "Public utility

12 buildings and facilities shall be approved in any district. ”

13 It should be noted that the 2018 version of Section 375 would restrict the location

of public utility buildings to “lands of low quality”, which in Lower Chanceford14

15 Township equates to specific steep soils that range between 8% and 60% slopes and

16 would likely be prohibitive to the development of any building and more impactful to

17 natural features.

18

On page 27 of Mr. Shaw's surrebuttal testimony, he describes that while Highland

20 Orchards contains an existing transmission line, it has been there since 1957, and

21 the surrounding dense and affluent population aid in the sustainability of this

22 orchard compared to Shaw Orchards. Do you have a response?

10
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First, it should be noted that Shaw Orchards is in Maryland. However, regardless of1 A.

whether a utility has been a part of the landscape for years, it still has a visual presence at2

the site and the public at these locations has demonstrated their willingness to continue to3

4 visit the location for agritourism.

5

6 Witness Shaw refers to PJM’s training PowerPoint document “Power SystemQ.

7 Fundamentals” dated 2015, where it states least cost, including the cost of land.

8 determine the path of a right-of-way. Do you have a response?

9 As previously stated in my rebuttal testimony, Transource PA did not consider the cost ofA.

10 land when completing their Siting Study and did not select the Proposed Route alignment

11 based on land uses that would allow for cheaper land costs.

12

Q. Does this conclude your rejoinder testimony at this time?

14 Yes, this concludes my rejoinder testimony.A.

11
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Please state your name and business address.I Q.

My name is Kent M. Herzog. My business address is Burns & McDonnell, 9400 Ward2 A.

Parkway, Kansas City, MO 64114.3

4

Have you previously provided Direct Testimony in this proceeding?5 Q.

Yes. 1 submitted Direct Testimony, Transource PA Statement No. 5, with the Siting6 A.

Applications that were filed on December 27, 2017.7

8

Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.9 Q.

The purpose of my testimony is to discuss how the design change in structure type from10 A.

lattice towers to monopoles made by Transource Pennsylvania, LLC (“Transource PA” or11

the “Company”) will minimize impacts to local farming operations and was made in12

response to feedback received during the public input process. I will then discuss several13

additional topics relating to concerns raised by interveners about specific aspects of the14

design of the Project.15

16

17 Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?Q.

18 No.A.

19

20 FARMING IMPACTS MINIMIZED WITH MONOPOLE STRUCTURE DESIGN

21 At the public input hearings, several witnesses testified that the proposedQ.

22 transmission lines would negatively affect farming. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 264, 672,



1020) Will the Project significantly affect the ability to farm? Please specifically

address orchard operations in your response.2

No. Harming and transmission lines have co-existed since the early development of the3 A.

transmission grid. Typical farming practices can continue within the right-of-way, and it4

is common for farm operators to plant and harvest up to the base of transmission5

structures. Transource PA will compensate the landowner for any impacts or crop loss6

during the construction and restoration period.7

Woody vegetation, such as orchards, that grow- to be 15 ft. or less tall are allowed8

within the right-of-way. This allows for the majority of orchard operations to safely9

coexist with transmission rights-of-way. To the extent orchard tree will be taller than 1510

ft., Transource will incorporate additional clearance into the design of the transmission11

12 line where existing commercial orchard operations are present along the transmission line

13 route.

14

15 Q. Did Transource PA change the structure type for the Project from lattice towers to

16 monopoles? If so, why did Transource PA make this design change?

17 Yes, Transource PA did change the structure type for the Project from lattice towers toA.

monopoles. This change was in response to feedback received during the public input18

process that monopoles would limit the impact to local farming operations and that this19

20 was a critical issue for the local community.

21

22 Do the monopole structures that the will be used for the Project minimize theQ.

23 amount of land actually used for the transmission lines?

2



Yes. Monopole structures do minimize the amount of land actually used for the1 A.

transmission lines compared to other structure designs. As an example of the reduced2

impact to farming operations, this design change from lattice towers to monopoles3

reduces the typical footprint of a single structure by 80 90%.4

5

What is the distance between monopoles?6 Q.

7 Based on the current design the west line has a minimum span length of 220 feet, aA.

maximum span length of 1124 feet and a mean span length of 822 feet. Based on the8

current design the east line has a minimum span length of 113 feet, a maximum span9

length of 1167 feet and a mean span length of 918 feet. This is important because it10

allows large farming equipment to move between the structures.11

12

13 Q. In the original application, it was noted that lattice towers may be used in certain

14 situations. Based on the current design of the transmission line, are lattice towers

15 going to be required?

16 No, based on the current design no lattice towers will be required.A.

17

18 NO STRLC1T RE LIGHTING

19 Q.

20 lighting of the structures. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 669, 684) Do you anticipate that

21 lighting any of the structures will be necessary?

22 No, Transource PA does not intend to light any structures. Typically, lighting is onlyA.

23 required when structures are 200 ft. or taller or are near an airport. At this point, we

3

During the public input hearings and site visits, several landowners commented on



believe it is unlikely that any structures will require Federal Aviation AdministrationI

(“FAA”) lighting because all structure heights are currently below 200 ft. and the2

Proposed Route in not near any airports. In fact, the current highest structure in the3

current line design is 185 ft. The final determination for structure lighting comes from4

the FAA after their detailed review of the project.5

6

IRRKiATION SYSTEMS7

Witness Shaw states that his farming operations include an irrigation system under8 Q.

the proposed transmission lines and that it is dangerous to construct transmission9

lines over irrigation systems. (Shaw St. No. 1, p. 8.) Does the proposed transmission10

line cross over Witness Shaw’s irrigation system in Pennsylvania?II

No. The proposed transmission lines cross over Witness Shaw’s irrigation system in12 A.

Maryland, not in Pennsylvania. Transource Maryland is seeking separate approval of the13

siting of the lines in Maryland before the Maryland Public Service Commission (“MD14

PSC”). This issue will be addressed by the MD PSC.15

16

17 Are irrigation facilities similar to other water infrastructure that senes publicQ.

18 needs (such as water mains, service lines, etc.)?

Yes, they have many similarities. They can vary in size and pressure but are all treated19 A.

20 similarly from a design coordination perspective.

21

22 Do transmission line typically cross water infrastructure?Q.

23 A. Yes.

4



Docs the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”) include rules to ensure safe design 2 Q.

of transmission lines in the vicinity of above-ground structures such as irrigation 3

facilities?4

5 Yes.A.

6

7 If these issues were a specific concern voiced about an irrigation system, how wouldQ-

Transource design the Project to ensure public safety ?8

Transource PA would work with the applicable landowner to develop a safe design for9 A.

the Project that complied with the NESC.10

II

12 Witness Shaw also references a West Penn Power Court decision as support for hisQ.

13 argument that transmission lines should not be sited over irrigation systems. (Shaw

14 St. No. 1, p. 8.) Do you have any statement regarding this case?

I am not a lawyer, and the Company will address the West Penn Power decision in its15 A.

16 Briefs in this proceeding. However, 1 note that the West Penn case was decided in 1962.

17 The NESC has been updated many times since 1962 to reflect evolving transmission line

design requirements.18

19

20 Docs this conclude your Rebuttal testimony?Q-

21 A. Yes.

22

23

5
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Please state your name and business address.1 Q.

My name is Kent M. Herzog. My business address is Burns & McDonnell. 9400 Ward2 A.

Parkway, Kansas City, MO 64114.3

4

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?5 Q-

Yes, I submitted direct testimony, Transource PA Statement No. 5, with the Siting6 A.

Applications that were filed on December 27, 2017. I also submitted rebuttal testimony7

on November 27, 2018.8

9

Please describe the purpose of your rejoinder testimony.10 Q.

I will respond to various assertions made by Citizens to Stop Transource York County11 A.

(“Citizens”) witness Krick and York County Planning Commission (“YCPC”) witness12

Gobhrect in their respective surrebuttal testimony.

14

Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rejoinder testimony?15 Q.

No.16 A.

17

RESPONSE TO WITNESS KRICK18 I.

Witness Krick states that incorporating additional clearance into the design of the19 Q-

20 transmission line to accommodate orchards does not adequately address Citizens’

concerns regarding the Project’s effects on farming. Citizens St. No. 1, p. 9. Please21

22 respond.

Transmission lines and farm operations, including orchards, arc compatible. As stated in23 A.

my direct testimony, the project is being designed to meet or surpass all requirements of24

1
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the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”). The NESC sets the ground rules and 

guidelines for practical safeguarding of utility workers and the public during the 2

installation, operation, and maintenance of electric supply, communication lines and 3

associated equipment. The Pennsylvania PUC has adopted the standards included in the4

NESC into their regulations.5

6

Witness Krick and Witness Gobrecht state that the presence of monopoles will7 Q.

present challenging and hazardous conditions for navigating farm equipment.8

Citizens St. No. I, pp. 9-10 and YCPC S.t No. 1 pp.9. Please respond.9

The monopole structures that are proposed by Transource are similar to the other10 A.

transmission line structures in York County, which are also being farmed around.11

Transource modified the original steel lattice structures to monopoles to help minimize 12

impacts to farming operations.

14

15 Q. Witness Krick states that electrocution and electric accidents are a significant factor

16 in on-farm deaths. Citizens St. No. 1, p. 10. Please respond.

17 As stated in my direct testimony, the project is being designed to meet or surpass allA.

requirements of the NESC. Specifically, as an added level of safety, the project is being18

19 designed with an additional 2’ of clearance to ground to account for agricultural

20 machinery that is above the 14' assumed height built into the NESC clearances. This 2’ is

21 in addition to the Transource standard 2‘ buffer added to the NESC minimum clearance.

22

23

2
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1 Q. Docs this conclude your r ejoinder testimony at this time?

Yes.

3
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1 Please state your name and business address.Q.

Thomas Schaffer. 8500 Smiths Mill Road, New Albany, OH 43054.2 A.

3

4 Have you previously provided Direct Testimony in this proceeding?Q.

Yes. I laving the overall direct responsibility and oversite of the real estate & right-of-way5 A.

acquisitions for the IEC Project, I submitted Direct Testimony on December 27, 2017 in6

7 support of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC’s (“Transource PA” or the “Company”)

Application at Docket Nos. A-2017-2640195 and A-2017-2640200.8

9

10 Q. Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.

The purpose of my Rebuttal Testimony is to address statements made regardingII A.

Transource PA’s interactions with the public, and to provide an update on the status of 

ongoing negotiations regarding acquisition of rights-of-way (“ROW”).

14

15 Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?Q.

16 No.A.

17

18 TRANSOURCE PA INTERACHONS WITH LANDOWNERS

19 Witnesses have testified that Transource PA representatives have been friendly toQ.

20 them (See e.g. Shaw St. No. 1 p. 12). Others have argued that Transource PA

21 representatives arc not honest. (See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 123, 938-939, 1081-1082, 1133-

Please explain Transource PA’s approach to interactions with the22 1134).

23 landowners.

12
)

13



1 Here and throughout this testimony, I will refer to all landowners with which an A.

2 easement is being requested and those in the immediate area of the Project colectively as 

3 “landowners.” Transource PA’s approach to interactions with landowners is described in 

4 its Internal Practices for Dealing with the Public on Power Line Projects that was 

5 previously provided as Attachment 13 to the Siting Application. Transource PA strives 

6 to be honest and act in good faith with landowners.

7

8 Q. What does Transource PA do if it learns of a negative interaction between one of its

9 representatives and a landowner?

10 Landowner interactions that result in a less than desirable outcome are timely reported toA.

11 me or a member of my team. Transource PA reviews the available information including

12 the Project representative’s contact notes, comments or feedback received from the

13 landowner through a number of different portals, and evaluates the circumstances leading

14 up to the negative interaction to determine if further action is needed.

15 In most cases, the negative interaction is the result of a misunderstanding. In

16 these situations, Transource PA works with its representatives to ensure clarifying and/or

17 additional information is made available. In limited situations where Transource PA has

18 determined that a representative has acted in error, the Company takes appropriate

19 measures to correct the situation.

20

21 Q. Several witnesses at the public input hearings testified that Transource PA

22 representatives are not honest in their negotiations with landowners (See, e.g., Tr.

23 at pp. 123, 136, 550, 628, 828, 938-939, 1081-1082, 1133-1134). Please respond.

2
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Transource PA representatives actively negotiate with landowners or their representatives1 A.

consistent with its documented practices. In some instances, landowners have viewed a2

representative’s persistence to communicate Project updates or attempts to negotiate as3

being too aggressive or not honest.4

To highlight some of the key concepts contained in Transource PA’s Internal5

Practices for Dealing with the Public on Power Line Projects, our success is built on our6

commitment to respecting the people and the environment in which we operate. By7

respecting the people and the environment in which we operate, Transource PA is8

committed to listening to the communities and working with affected landowners9

thoughout the life of the Project. With the combined experience of more than a century10

of responsible infrastructure development, Transource uses construction methods and11

practices to strike a balance between meeting energy needs and minimizing disturbance12

to communities and the environment. All communications and interactions with13

landowners and occupants of property by all right-of-way agents and subcontractor14

employees representing Transource PA in the negotiation of rights-of-way and the15

performance of surveying, environmental assessments and other activities for the Project16

must be based on factual information and made in good faith. All communications and17

interactions with landowners and occupants of property must be respectful and reflect fair18

dealing practices. All communications and interactions with landowners and occupants19

of property must respect the privacy of those landowners and other persons.20

21

Please provide an update on the status of the acquisition of necessary land rights for22 Q.

the construction of the Project.23

3
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As of November 20, 2018. Project representatives have successfully negotiated and I A.

secured Option to Purchase Easement agreements with forty-seven (47) Pennsylvania 2

landowners. These landowners collectively own fifty-five (55) Project impacted parcels 3

of land and make up approximately one hundred fifty-one (151) acres of easement area 4

needed to safely construct the Project, once approved.5

Transource PA representatives continue to negotiate with the landowners (when 6

permitted) of unsecured parcels and provide updates to all affected landowners of 7

upcoming survey and testing activities on their property. Furthermore, Transource PA 8

has also been able to reduce the number of parcels from which an easement is required as9

it continues to refine the design of the Project from an engineering point of view.10

11

Based on this progress in acquiring necessary land rights and further engineering12 Q.

has the Company filed to withdraw any of the originally submitted13 design.

Condemnation Applications?14

Yes. The Company has filed Petitions to Withdraw fifty-three (53) of the previously15 A.

filed Eminent Domain Applications. Thirty-nine (39) of the Eminent Domain16

Application were withdrawn because the property owner and Transource PA executed a17

voluntary option agreement subsequent to Transource PA filing the Eminent Domain18

Application. Fourteen (14) of the Eminent Domain Applications were withdrawn19

because the properties originally identified in the Eminent Domain Applications are no20

longer affected by the proposed right-of-way due to engineering modifications.21

22

4
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How does Transource Pennsylvania handle landowner requests to move or change1 Q.

the proposed location of a structure or centerline crossing their property?2

The significance of the proposed change dictates the level of review required. Certain 3 A.

changes like the slight adjustment of a structure location on the subject property would be 4

reviewed by a few key members of the Project team including Company witnesses Steve5

Stein and/or Kent Herzog for feasibility and constructability. More significant proposed 6

changes go through a Route Change Request review process where representatives from7

Project Management, Siting, Engineering, Right-of-Way and Environmental would each8

have a chance to evaluate the landowner’s alternative proposal.9

10

Has Transource Pennsylvania been able to accommodate landowner requests to11 Q.

modify the proposed location of a structure or the alignment crossing their

property?

Yes. Transource Pennsylvania has incorporated numerous landowner initiated structure14 A.

and alignment change requests into the Project’s current design. Table 1 below reflects a 15

few specific examples of accepted landowner initiated changes.16

17

5
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Table 11

Transourcc PA Decision

Evaluated and Accepted

I waluated and Accepted

landowner requested that the proposed structure location be moved onto subject property, instead of neighbor property Evaluated and Accepted

Evaluated and Accepted

Evaluated and Accepted

Evaluated and Accepted

2

3

Does this conclude your Rebuttal testimony at this time?4 Q.

5 Yes.A.

6
l7805843vl

landowner requested the proposed route be moved approximately 125 feet ofl he western property boundary hne, further onto 

subject property Ths request would reduce anpacts to tinning eqiupment to be mmimaBv impacted dur ng tirmng practices

EvaluatedandAccepted

Evaluated and Accepted

Pcnnyslvania Landowner Requests

landowner requested the substation orientation be rotated and moved closer to the west side of property tndcr Option to 

Purchase and proposed route be moved to avoid center prvot impition

Evaluated and Accepted 

Evaluated and Accepted 

E valuated and Accepted 

Evaluated and Accepted

I andowner requested that the proposed structure location be moved north, closer to northern property Ixiurxlary 

landowner requested that the proposed structire locauin be moved closer to exstng wooded area

1 andowner requested that the proposed structures) locatnns be moved closer to property hne

1 andowner requested that the proposed structure location be moved to property boundary out of nibble land

1 andowner requested tliat the proposed structure location be moved onto neigbonng, previously affected landowner’s property 

to mnmize npacts to fanning practices

I andowner requested that the proposed structure bcabons be moved to reduce impacts to fernung practK.es

I andowner requested that the proposed structue location be moved from planting area to graflng area Route change was

1 andowner requested that the proposed structue beaten be moved off property as to not nyact hruted access.

1 andowner requested tliat the proposed Ime route be shifted off property to avoid new home construction
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Please state your name and business address.Q.1

Thomas Schaffer, 8500 Smiths Mill Road. New Albany, OH 43054.A.2

3

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?Q.4

Yes. I submitted direct testimony on December 27, 2017 and rebuttal testimony onA.5

November 27, 2018 in support of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC’s (“Transource PA”)6

Application Docket Nos. A-2017-2640195 and A-2017-2640200.7

8

Q- Do you make any corrections to your previously submitted testimony?9

Yes. Since submitting direct and rebuttal testimony, my title was changed from ManagerA.10

of Transmission Right-of-Way to Senior Manager of Transmission Right-of-Way.11

12

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rejoinder testimony?

No.A.14

15

Q. What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?16

1 will respond to various assertions made by Citizens to Stop Transource York CountyA.17

(“Citizens”) witness Deloris Krick in her surrebuttal testimony.18

19

Q. In her surebuttal testimony, Witness Krick testified that Transource PA has not20

followed the approach set forth in its manual for interacting with landowners and 21

that Transource PA acts dishonestly and in bad faith (p. 11). Do you agree?22

1
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No. Transource PA is acting in good-faith. In making this statement Witness Krick refers A.1

to a letter that she received from Transource PA which stated that many landowners had 2

already granted Transource access to their property for survey. I disagree with her that 3

this statement is not true. The letter was sent to Ms. Krick on January 5, 2018 and at that 4

time, many landowners in Pennsylvania had allowed access for survey.5

Witness Krick also states that the right-of-way agents told landowners that many of their 6

neighbors had already consented to easements. As of this testimony, approximately 40%7

of easement agreements needed for this Project have been secured in Pennsylvania.8

9

Q. Witness Krick states in her surrebuttal testimony that Transource PA land agents10

are telling landowners they have to give 24-48 hours’ notice to conduct drill tests,11

12 when the eminent domain code requires 10 days’ notice (p. 11). Do you have a

response to those statements?13

Yes. We provided the 10-day notice required by the statute in a letter dated February 5,A.14

2018. These rights for access were upheld by the courts in both Franklin and York15

16 However, as a

courtesy, we provide a 24-48 hour notice to landowners when we expect to access their17

property to survey and test. This provides landowners the opportunity to be present for18

any testing if they choose.19

20

Q. Witness Krick states that no data is provided to quantify the number of negative21

landowner interactions and that Transource has no discipline procedure in place or22

2
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actions taken in response to negative interactions (p. 11). Do you have a response to1

those statements?

There have been almost 200 voicemail messages left on our Chambersburg office, ofA.3

which approximately 50 were from landowners impacted by the route, out of which only4

4 communications would be in the nature of a complaint about the project. There were5

no complaints about individual agents communicated to Transource PA.6

In addition, many email messages were left on the website since the Proposed Routes7

were announced, and there are more than 6,600 agent notes.8

Upon reviewing this information, no evidence of dishonesty or bad faith was identified.9

Many concerns raised pertain to a misunderstanding or request for clarification. All of10

these concerns have been followed up on and are documented in the database.11

12

Witness Krick states that there are no instructions about how to handle problemsQ.13

with land agents in the AEP Code of Conduct. Do you have a response to those14

statements?15

While the code of conduct included in the Company’s correspondence to potentiallyA.16

impacted landowners did not itself contain a phone number, it was included in a packet of17

information which contained contact information. The packet of information is attached18

to the Siting Application in Attachment 13. In addition, agents are required to have19

business cards that are provided to the landowner with the land agent’s name, contact20

information, and the contact information for the local Transource PA office.21

22

3
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Witness Krick states that it is not clear whether any line route changes discussed inQ.i

Mr. Schaffer’s testimony occurred in York County (p. 12), and asserts that a shift of

the line is inadequate to address the landowner concerns. Do you have a response to3

those statements?4

Many of the York County landowners have indicated their preference that Transource PAA.5

agents not contact them, and we continue to respect their wishes. We are willing to6

discuss any line route changes; however, it is extremely difficult to know what the7

landowner concerns are, if the landowners refuse to talk to Transource PA. Several such8

agreements have been reached on the West line and Transource PA is open to this9

dialogue with landowners on the East line as well.10

11

Q. Does this conclude your rejoinder testimony at this time?12

Yes, it does.A.

4
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1 Q. Please state your name and business address.

2 My name is Stephen P. Stein. My business address is American Electric Power, IA.

3 Riverside Plaza. Columbus, OH 43215.

4

5 Q. What is your position at American Electric Power?

6 I am the Director of Transmission Projects. As Director of Transmission Projects, I amA.

7 responsible for the implementation of Transource Projects. For the IEC Project this

8 involves assuring that the projects are built safely, within the project budget and

9 schedule.

10

11 Q. Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?

12 A. No.

13

14 Q. Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.

15 The purpose of my Rebuttal Testimony is to discuss the cost, construction and scheduleA.

16 for the IEC Project. I will also respond to certain allegations made by Office of

17 Consumer Advocate (“OCA") Witness Peter Lanzalotta and York County Planning

Commission (“YCPC”) Witness Gobrecht in their Direct Testimonies.18

19

20 Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?

21 Yes, I am sponsoring the following exhibits:A.

22 TPA Exhibit No. SPS-1R (Public and CONFIDENTIAL versions): October 2018

Project Cost Estimate in 2018 Dollars23

1



TPA Exhibit No. SPS-2R (Public and CONFIDENTIAL versions): Original 2015 to1

Updated 2018 Cost Estimate Reconciliation2

3

PROJECT COST4

5 Q. At the public input hearing, people testified that Transource PA has not updated its 

6 costs for the 1EC Project (see, e.g, Tr. at p. 1956). Please describe the cost estimate 

7 of the IEC Project that was provided to PJM in Transource Pennsylvania’s original

8 proposal in 2015 and also described by Company Witness Simmons in her direct

9 testimony in this proceeding?

The cost estimate of the IEC Project that was provided to PJM in Transource10 A.

Pennsylvania's (“Transource PA’s" or the “Company”) original proposal was $197II

12 million represented in 2015 (proposal year) dollars. The Company applied a 3% annual

inflation rate to this number resulting in the $230 million cost estimate represented in

2020 (in-service year) dollars that was stated by Witness Simmons in her direct14

testimony. The underlying cost estimate of these two numbers ($197 and $230 million)15

16 was the same with the only difference being the 3% annual inflation adjustment.

17 t

18 Company Witness Weber states in his rebuttal testimony that the Company recentlyQ.

19 updated the cost estimate of the Project totaling a $3 million increase. Are you

20 familiar with this update?

21 A. Yes.

22

2
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Please provide additional information about the “appropriate escalation to account1 Q.

for annual inflation^ referenced by Mr. Weber on pages 15-16 of his Rebuttal2

3 Testimony.

The Company used an annual inflation adjustment of 2.3% in the cost update provided in4 A.

October 2018 to go from the cost estimate of $200 million in 2015 dollars to $217 million5

i6 in 2018 dollars1 2.

7

Why was a different rate used by Tran source PA for the annual inflation8 Q.

adjustment in the original proposal of 3% versus in the October 2018 cost estimate9

10 update of 2.3%?

Transource PA used a 3.0% annual escalation factor for the cost estimate contained in the11 A.

original proposal for the IEC Project2; this figure was conservative and slightly above the12

2.3% annual escalation factor used by PJM in its market efficiency benefit/cost analysis.

For consistency with PJM's analysis, Transource PA has adopted the 2.3% escalation rate14

for the updated cost estimate of the IEC project. Table I below helps to summarize this:15

Table 116

21717

18

Original Proposal

Current Estimate

2015

197

200

2020

230

Escalation Year 

2018

Total IEC Cost Estimate ($M)

Escalation Rate

3.0%

2.3%

1 Escalation applied in the October 2018 cost update is from 2/27/2015 to 10/1/2018 (3.59 years).

2 Escalation applied in original proposal is from 2/27/2015 to 6/1/2020 (5.26 years).

3
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1 Q. Is it your understanding that the annual innation adjustment of 2.3% is included in

2 PJM’s market efficiency analysis for purposes of calculating the benefits to costs

3 ratio?

4 A. Yes.

5

6 Q. Please provide a breakdown of the cost estimate submitted in October 2018 and a

7 reconciliation of this cost estimate to the cost estimate that was provided to PJM in

8 Transource PA’s original proposal in 2015.

9 A. The breakdown of the cost estimate submitted in October 2018 is provided as

10 CONFIDENTIAL TP A Exhibit No. SPS-1R. The reconciliation of the October 2018

11 cost estimate to the cost estimate that was provided to PJM in Transource PA's original

12 proposal in 2015 is provided as CONFIDENTIAL TP A Exhibit No. SPS-2R:

13 • Column (A) is the cost estimate provided to PJM in Transource PA’s

14 original proposal in 2015 dollars.

15 • Column (B) is the change in cost estimate in 2015 dollars made in October

16 2018 totaling a $3 million cost increase.

17 • Column (C) is the annual inflation adjustment at 2.3% from 2015 to 2018.

18 • Column (I)) is the updated total cost estimate in 2018 dollars.

19 Please note that the content of these exhibits is confidential.

20

21 Q. What w ere the major drivers of the S3 million increase to the cost estimate of the

22 Project as of October 2018?

4



1 Factors contributing to the October 2018 change to the cost estimate of the Project A.

2 include:

3 • Changing the structure type from lattice towers to steel monopoles; this has

4 been the only substantial scope change to the Project.

5 • Monitoring recent pricing both monopoles and conductor reflecting steel and

6 aluminum prices.

7 • Bids received from contractors for the construction of the transmission line

8 work which is the largest single contract component for the Project.

9 • Updated pricing from suppliers for the thirteen 500/230 kV transformers

10 which is largest material cost component for the substations.

11 • Updated projections for ROW, siting/permitting and project management

12 costs based on actual costs incurred up to that point as well as future

13 projections.

14 Some factors caused the expected Project cost to go up and others caused the expected

15 Project cost to go down.

16

17 PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

18 Q- Several witnesses argued that construction of the line w ill have impacts to property

19

20 associated w ith the transmission line construction access?

21 Transource PA is in the process of identifying proposed construction access plans to theA.

22 proposed transmission line construction locations. This access plan identification process 

23 includes a review of existing roads, topography, property boundaries, sensitive areas and

5

and infrastructure. What steps is Transource PA taking to minimize impacts



agricultural areas. Transource PA will use existing infrastructure to access the proposed1

transmission line construction locations wherever this can minimize the construction2

impacts to the local area. When that is not possible, Transource PA will identify access3

plans that consider and take into account existing topography, property boundaries.4

sensitive areas and agricultural areas, again, the minimize construction impacts. In5

addition. Transource PA welcomes landowner input to the construction access planning6

7 process.

8

York County Planning Commission Witness Gobrecht states that construction may9 Q.

negatively impact township infrastructure such as roads and bridges (YCPC St. No10

1, p. 34). Will Transource PA remediate any roads and/or bridges if they arcII

impacted by construction?12

Yes. Transource PA will remediate any damage to roads and/or bridges caused by

An example of remediation may includeconstruction activities for the Project.14

Transource PA initiated repairs or compensation to the local government in lieu of15

Transource PA initiated repairs. In addition, Transource PA intends to follow all existing16

local governmental requirements regarding road use maintenance agreements and/or17

bonding requirements, including repair of any damage to public roads caused by18

Transource PA. To aid in this process Transource PA intends to document the existing19

condition of public roads prior to the commencement of heavy construction.20

21

6
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Q. YCPC Witness Gobrecht argues that construction of the transmission line will

2 compact farm soil and that Transource PA should de-compact and/or replace soil

3 after construction (YCPC St. No. 1, pp. 14-16). Please respond.

4 To minimize this potential impact, Transource PA will use existing roads and placeA.

5 structures closer to public and private roadways so there is less construction traffic in

6 landowner fields wherever this is possible. Where temporary soil compaction in

7 agricultural areas may occur, Transource PA will first work directly with each landowner

to minimize these impacts. If temporary soil compaction does occur. Transource PA willS

9 compensate the landowner fairly. This compensation would generally include labor and

10 equipment costs associated with de-compacting agricultural fields as well as any

anticipated lost agricultural yields caused by the temporary soil compaction.Il

12

Q. Mr. Shaw states that construction of the line could damage his irrigation system

14 (Shaw St. No. 1, p. 5). Will Transource PA take steps to avoid damaging irrigation

15 systems?

Yes. Transource PA will take steps to avoid damaging irrigation systems. Transource PA16 A.

will attempt to identify the location of all above and below ground irrigation systems by17

visually inspecting the property as well as by consulting with the landowner. Once the18

locations of existing irrigation systems are identified, Transource PA will attempt to19

20 avoid damaging the irrigation system by avoiding the areas where those irrigation

systems are located. If those areas cannot be avoided due to necessary construction21

activities, Transource PA will attempt to protect the irrigations systems by barricading22

23 those areas and/or covering them to avoid damage. Overall, to the extent practical.

7
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Transource PA will attempt to minimize damage to all existing land owner facilities

during the construction of the project, including land owner irrigation systems.2

3

[f damage occurs to irrigation systems how will Transource PA respond?4 Q.

If all of the mitigation measures I discuss above do not prevent damage, Transource PA5 A.

will either arrange for repair at its cost or the landowners will be fairly compensated.6

7

Mr. Gobrecht states that Transource PA should take steps to minimize storm water8 Q.

9 runoff (YCPC St. No. 1, pp. 28-29). Please respond.

Transource PA is following the appropriate steps in this area. As required by10 A.

Pennsylvania State law (25 Pa. Code Section 102, Erosion and Sediment Control),11

Transource PA will file a Stonnwater Pollution Prevention Plan with the local county12

conservation districts and PA Department of Environmental Protection which will detail

the limits of disturbance for the Project, inclusive of access roads and pulling sites, as14

well as detail best management practices to minimize any potential run-off from15

16

Branch, Muddy Creek and areas close to wetlands.17

18

19 Q. During the public input hearings and site visits, several landowners expressed

concern over the impact to water wells and/or other ground water sources during20

construction (See e.g., Tr. at 243, 534, 684, 691, 1010, 1024). Please discuss any21

22 mitigation measures Transource PA w ill incorporate to minimize impact.

8

construction activities. Attention will be focused on areas such as Falling Springs

13



Transource PA has researched the proposed routes extensively looking for existing water 1 A.

2 wells within the proposed transmission line right-of-way. Transource PA does not believe 

that there are any water wells within the proposed transmission line right-of-way. In 3

isolated instances, water sources have been identified in Franklin County.4

When a well or water source is identified within the proposed transmission line 5

right-of-way, Transource PA will work with the landowner to mitigate any impacts of the6

7 Project. Witness Yamatani discusses potential mitigation approaches in his rebuttal 

testimony. In addition, Transource PA will coordinate with the landowner to re-drill any 8

impacted water wells at Transource PA’s cost.9

10

11 PROJECT SCHEDULE

12 Do you have any updates to the Project schedule that you would like to address?Q.

The original project timeline was to have the project go in-service on June I, 2020.A.

14 Based upon our current assessment. Transource PA revised the expected in-service date

15 to November I, 2020.

16

17 Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal Testimony at this time?

18 A. Yes.

9
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TPA EXHIBIT NO. SPS-1R PUBLIC



TPA EXHIBIT NO. SPS-2R PUBLIC

(C)

r $ $ $197,073 3,151 17,053 217,277

(D)

October 2018 

IEC Project Total 

in 2018 Dollars

(B) 

October 2018 

Estimate Change 

in 2015 Dollars

(A)

Original Estimate 

IEC Project Total 

in 2015 Dollars$ millions______________________

ROW (Includes Cost of Land)

Siting and Permitting

Project/Construction Management

Engineering Design

Material

Construction___________________
Direct Subtotal

Inflation @2.3% 2015 . 

to 2018

Contingency

Overheads 
Total


